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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the roles lawyers might play to support community-led advocacy
work towards systemic change from the standpoint of community advocates with lived
experience of poverty. Using feminist standpoint theories and Foucault’s knowledge/power
nexus to analyze findings from group meetings and in-depth interviews conducted with Voices
Against Poverty, a grassroots advocacy group in Windsor, Ontario, this thesis looks at how we
might reimagine how lawyers support their communities and mitigate the effects of their power
by transforming their relationships. This thesis provides one example of how beginning from the
standpoint of communities can help us to better understand the ways lawyers can engage with
grassroots advocacy groups in a way that resists, rather than reinforces, power hierarchies.
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DEDICATION
This thesis is dedicated to the members of Voices Against Poverty and all the other
community advocates working towards a more just society.
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PROLOGUE
Writing this prologue has been the most daunting aspect of this project, which is why it
has taken me until the very end to put anything down on paper. Margaret Kovach tells us, “[a]
prologue is a function of narrative writing that signifies a prelude. It encompasses essential
information for the reader to make sense of the story to follow.” 1 And so, I am writing this to
offer some insight into where I am coming from and how this shapes what will follow in the
body of this thesis. Reflecting on and articulating what brought me to this project is not an easy
task, but it is an important one to make clear who I am and what I bring to this work. I am very
new to this style of writing, so before I begin I want to acknowledge the writing of Margaret
Kovach for showing me an example of what an honest prologue can be, and my advisor
Professor Gemma Smyth for encouraging me to take this path and for giving me more insight
into what I bring to this work than I could have gained on my own.
I am a white settler, law and social work student, cis-woman, with no lived experience of
poverty and a very unclear idea about where exactly I fit and how I can best support social
justice movements and work towards a more equitable society given my location. I want to start
by talking about my law school experience because this is where I first began to question what it
means to be who I am and do work that contributes to a wider social justice mission, or at the
very least, on days when my optimism is lower, does no harm.
Coming into law school I really was not all that serious about becoming a lawyer. I had
plans to become a social worker, but opened up to the possibility that law could be a good career
for me when I was accepted into a joint MSW/JD degree program, which allowed me to obtain
my Masters in Social Work concurrently with my law degree. I am a logical thinker and like to

1

Margaret Kovach, Indigenous Methodologies: Characteristics, Conversations and Contexts (Toronto, ON:
University of Toronto Press, 2009) at 3 [Kovach].
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have clearly defined boundaries to work within. I was also a rule-follower to the core, and even
when I disagreed with something, if someone in authority said to do it, I did it. The law, its
ideological structure still obscured to me, therefore seemed like a good fit. I thought that I could
still work with the people I wanted to work with as a social worker, just offering a different
service that would be more rigid and clearly defined. I laugh as I reflect on this now because this
might be almost as far away as I could be from where I am and what I think in the present. I also
came into this program oblivious to the concept of the “white saviour” and how my desire to
help people could be harmful if I did not apply a critical lens to better understanding my own
positionality2 and what my role should be.
The whirlwind of being in a new city for the first year of the MSW program and first year
law’s overwhelming effect, offered tiny glimpses of what I would learn later on to lead me to
where I am today, but little time to reflect on the things I was learning and the processes we were
going through that left me feeling unsettled (and not at all because they were intended to have
that effect). But as the excitement and newness of the experience started to wear off, I had more
confidence to question what I was learning. I was also incredibly fortunate to have connected
with other students and faculty who have been invaluable teachers and models of critical
thinking who set me on a path of questioning and making visible that which is disguised as
natural or inevitable in order to uphold a colonial state structure, and my own role in it.
However, because I was studying these issues at a distance by virtue of my position
within academia and my lack of lived experience, it became easy to only focus on the systemic
aspect of issues without acknowledging the impacts at the personal level. I became lost in the big

In sociology, positionality refers to, “[t]he occupation or adoption of a particular position in relation to others,
usually with reference to issues of culture, ethnicity, or gender.” The Oxford English Dictionary, 3rd ed, sub verbo
“positionality”.
2
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picture and forgot that it is made up of people, real people who are often erased from the way we
learn about law. My introduction to critical legal theory, feminist legal theory, and critical social
work theory, along with a social work placement that connected me to community advocates and
is where I first met Voices Against Poverty [“VAP”] (the participants in this research), reminded
of the human element.
I was, at the same time, discovering how my own positionality factored into how I should
be approaching these issues. The idea of being yet another white settler with an understanding of
issues stemming only from texts taking up space in a profession that is built on abstracted
ideologies to uphold a colonial state structure, felt hypocritical to me as someone who is seeking
to work against these structures. I decided to reject the professional status of “lawyer” or “social
worker” because I did not want to further reinforce a system that privileges the expertise of
“professionals” over that of persons with lived experience.
Although I rejected becoming a lawyer, I still felt unclear about the role of lawyers more
generally to support social justice movements. Particularly today, with the increasing power of
hate groups that does not allow for complacency or inaction, understanding how lawyers can
work against systems of oppression without undermining the work being led by communities is a
necessary endeavour. Canadian activist and writer Harsha Walia tells us, “[w]e all have a role to
play. We don’t have the same role and there are valid questions around leadership, but we have
to believe everyone has a role. There is enough space, there are enough voices, there is enough
capacity and we need everybody.” 3 Similarly, one of the community advocates I interviewed for
this project shared: “Everybody has to get involved, or everybody loses.” 4 But, in thinking about

Emiliee Gilpen, “Five Activists and Artists on Fighting Racism with Outrage and Empathy”, The Tyee (18 August
2017), online: <www.thetyee.ca>.
4
Participant E, “Interview Transcript,” (16 May 2017) at 8.
3
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the different roles lawyers can take, we have to ask: Do lawyers necessarily reinforce the systems
that privilege the ruling class? Or can they adopt a role that is transformative and takes a back
seat to the communities they are seeking to support? These questions brought me to this project
where I was able to speak directly with community advocates with lived experience in an effort
to centre their voices in this discussion. I was fortunate to work with one group of advocates who
saw my intentions and trusted me with their voices.
The following chapters are the culmination of my time spent reflecting and investigating
where lawyers might or might not fit in social justice work, particularly that being led by
community advocates and persons with lived experience. I approached this project unsure that
lawyers could play a supportive role in this work, focusing more on the potential for lawyers to
reinforce hierarchies or dominance in their privileged role where their knowledge and expertise
is valued in the dominant or status quo narratives. This standpoint was born out of my
understanding of my own positionality as a white settler not wanting to take up more space in a
privileged or dominant role. However, the participants in this research – all community
advocates with lived experience of poverty – opened up my understanding of the ways lawyers
can play a transformative role in supporting their work. Although I still feel that, for me,
occupying space as a lawyer is not where I necessarily “fit” in supporting social justice work, I
now have a more nuanced and deeper appreciation of the potential for lawyers to take on
transformative roles in supporting communities towards a more just society. I hope this thesis
will contribute to expanding how we think about what it means to be a lawyer committed to
social justice, and how we can engage with our communities in supportive and transformative
ways.

4

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“One person can’t go into a crowd of wolves and sit there and think he can take over the wolves.
No, you want to shut them down, you want to get people together. So, that’s the thing, the more
the better.”5
The current political climate has seen the rise of regressive movements occupying
positions of power and control in order to uphold the privilege of the ruling class. This requires
us to work across sectors and groups, employing multifaceted strategies, and uniting towards a
common goal of social, economic, and political justice. 6 “Everybody has to get involved or
everybody loses.”7 But what does this mean for lawyers for whom “[t]he question of whether
[they] help or hurt social movements has been hotly debated by legal scholars for nearly half a
century[?]”8 To be effective agents for change, social justice oriented lawyers must not only be
critical of how they might best support movements to dismantle the systems and structures of
subordination and oppression, but “should also search for new energizing visions of how law
should and might move forward.” 9 With “a new generation of movement lawyers eager to lend
support, [a] refocused attention on the appropriate role that lawyers should play in advancing
progressive social change”10 has emerged.
In their position within the ruling structure, lawyers reinforce hierarchies of dominance
by occupying a privileged role where their knowledge and expertise is valued in the dominant or

Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 2.
Jennifer Gordon, “The Lawyer is Not the Protagonist: Community Campaigns, Law, and Social Change” (2007) 95
Cal L Rev 2133 at 2137 [Gordon].
7
Participant E, “Interview Transcript,” (16 May 2017) at 8.
8
Scott L Cummings, “Rethinking the Foundational Critiques of Lawyers in Social Movements” (2017) 85 Fordham
L Rev 1987 at 1987 [Cummings, “Rethinking Foundational Critiques”].
9
William P Quigley, “Letter to a Law Student Interested in Social Justice” (2007) 1:1 DePaul Journal for Social
Justice 7 at 17 [Quigley, “Letter to a Law Student”].
10
Cummings, “Rethinking Foundational Critiques”, supra note 8 at 1987.
5
6
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status quo narratives that uphold the ruling class.11 “It is a reality that lawyers, with our privilege,
our access to power, and our closely held set of tools, all too often have negative effects when we
intervene in community processes...[t]he issue of power pervades all aspects of the [] lawyer’s
job.”12 The lawyer’s power, “or the possibility of coercion and complicity with group
domination,”13 has the potential to harm community-led advocacy movements working against
hierarchies of dominance, even those they are seeking to support.
Statement of Problem
Working within this context, we not only need to understand how lawyers can to work to
mitigate these problems generally, but also how they should approach their work with
communities,14 particularly those with lived experience advocating for systemic change. What
roles can lawyers play to support this work? How can they engage in these roles without further
reinforcing power hierarchies that maintain the status quo?
Seeking to contribute to this discussion in a way that was transformative in its approach
and limited in its potential to reinforce traditional power hierarchies, I turned to the community,
rather than to lawyers and legal scholars, to answer these questions. Specifically, I worked with
one group of community advocates who have lived experience of poverty to elevate their voices
and share their wisdom on how they felt lawyers might best support their work and how they

See Orly Lobel, “The Paradox of Extralegal Activism: Critical Legal Consciousness and Transformative Politics”
(2007) 120 Harv L Rev 937 at 952-954 [Lobel].
12
Gordon, supra note 6 at 2144.
13
Ibid.
14
There are many connotations attached to the term “community”, that range from a group with a shared
geographical location to “a group with a shared fundamental characteristic.” Michael Diamond, “Community
Lawyering: Introductory Thoughts on Theory and Practice” (2015) 22 Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law &
Policy 395 at 396. I have intentionally left my use of the term open to allow for a broad understanding of the ways in
which lawyers can support communities of a variety of types. However, for the participants in this research,
“community” references “their neighbourhoods, as well as…people with common experiences in terms of poverty,
social exclusion, and other related struggles.” Sarah Buhler, “”Don’t Want to Get Exposed”: Law’s Violence and
Access to Justice” (2017) 26 Journal of Law and Social Policy 68 at 73, n 22 [Buhler].
11
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might reimagine their relationship to transform the power lawyers hold by virtue of their location
and privilege into opportunities of resistance towards a more even distribution of power.
Outline
To begin, the following section discusses poverty and the grassroots, community
advocacy group VAP, participants in this research who are working towards the elimination of
poverty, to offer some context on their standpoint and what they bring to the research. This
section was written using data collected during the research process, and takes a style that begins
from the voices of participants. This style is used throughout the thesis as much as possible to
privilege the voices of the participants as experts. Following this introduction, the next chapter is
a literature review outlining “traditional” and “progressive” approaches to lawyering. This
chapter provides context for what is considered “expert” knowledge on lawyering for social
change and how lawyers have imagined themselves to best support communities they work with
towards systemic change. It will also highlight how these discussions have been dominated by
lawyers and legal scholars, and have paid little attention to the expertise that is held in
communities in order to answer questions about the role of lawyers for social change.
To address this gap, I sought out the voices of one group of community advocates with
lived experience to share their understanding of how lawyers might best support their work. In
this third chapter, I provide the theoretical and methodological framework for beginning with the
standpoint of community advocates in order to explore questions about the role of lawyers in
social justice work. I will use feminist standpoint theories, specifically the writing of Dorothy
Smith and Patricia Hill Collins, and Michel Foucault’s understanding of the knowledge/power
nexus, to show the importance of beginning from the standpoint of marginalized groups who
hold knowledge that is inaccessible to the ruling class who are traditionally centered as experts.

7

These theoretical lenses will also help to show how the power held by lawyers by virtue of their
position in the ruling structure can be transformed and used by communities towards a more
equitable distribution of power. Coming from this understanding, I next outline the research
design and process, explaining the collaborative research approach that was used in order to
ensure that the research itself contributed positively towards a wider goal of more equitable
power distribution.
The next chapter presents my analysis of the data provided by participants, first looking
at whether lawyers should play a role to support community-led advocacy work, discovering that
while there are inherent risks that are born out of lawyers’ position and the way power and
knowledge is conceptualized, there are some important benefits that the participants noted would
be useful to support their work. Ultimately, the group was clear that lawyers could play a
supportive role in their work. The next section looks at how the participants envisioned lawyers
to best support their work by outlining four roles lawyers could take in this endeavour including:
legal representative; knowledge partner; gatekeeper; supporting self-empowerment. The final
section then looks at what lawyers must be attentive to in how they approach these roles in order
to contribute to a broader project of dismantling power hierarchies that are designed to maintain
the interests of a privileged group at the expense of the lives and dignity of marginalized groups.
The group shared that, for them, trust was the essential element that would determine whether
their relationship with a lawyer would serve to reinforce or resist against power hierarchies.
Finally, this thesis concludes with a discussion of the limitations of this research and
some suggestions for future research and directions moving forward. Here I highlight how this
research contributes to the way we approach lawyering for social change and, importantly, where
more work needs to be done moving forward if we want to better support our communities.

8

Poverty
“[T]here are so many aspects of poverty. You want to sit there and pick poverty apart, you can
pick it into a million pieces and you’re never gonna be able to put it back together because more
pieces are just gonna be added.” 15
Because there are many overlapping entry points into social justice work, this next
section provides some background and context for the work done by participants in this research,
namely that revolving around poverty. I have chosen to define “poverty” using the voices of
participants who understand it from their own lived experience as well as their experience as
advocates working towards the elimination of poverty. These perspectives were used rather than
“professionalized” definitions 16 in order to allow for an understanding that is grounded in lived
realities, rather than abstract concepts and theories. In defining poverty in this way, it serves not
only to provide greater insight into the issue, but to validate the knowledge held by persons with
lived experience, which aligns with the work of the participants in their role as community
advocates and persons with lived experience.
Poverty is described by those who have experienced it as “a lack of something in your
life,”17 “a lack of necessities, certain necessities in life that you know, to go through, to survive
on, however you may want to put that.” 18 It encompasses a lack of economic or financial means
but also social isolation or exclusion, 19 and a “lack of power, lack of dignity, personal dignity as
well.”20 Essentially, “poverty is, it’s an economic problem that limits people’s ability to get
ahead. You, your life stagnates and that’s not good because you need to grow. So your economic

Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 3.
Here I am referencing definitions that are born out of abstract theorizing about what poverty is from the
perspective of persons who do not have lived experience of poverty, specifically those that are considered “experts”
on the issue, despite this lack of experience.
17
Participant C, “Interview Transcript,” (2 May 2017) at 1.
18
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 1.
19
Participant B, “Interview Transcript,” (27 April 2017) at 1.
20
Participant C, “Interview Transcript,” (2 May 2017) at 1.
15
16
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condition needs to grow and poverty is the inability for your economic condition to grow. It’s a
hurdle most people can’t clear. That’s what poverty is.”21
The financial aspect of poverty is experienced by people often as “not having certain
necessities in your life” and “just a constant struggle to make sure that you either have a place to
live, or you eat.”22 It “isn’t a unique experience. Poverty is all around. It’s everywhere,” and it
“has a very, very wide range, because there’s working poor, there’s the poor, and then there’s the
dire poor.”23 The working poor is understood as when “for some people they may earn a lot less
than most people especially on minimum wage, so it turns out you have more bills than you do
money to get by. And if you have to feed a family then that’s even worse, because then you have
to think of the family and feed them before you do anything else.” 24 Experiencing poverty, for
the “working poor” (and this is also felt by the “poor” and the “dire poor” as well), has been
explained, then as: “You’re still not surviving, you’re trying to make ends meet, and you may
have a little bit more success, but your success rate is very poor.” 25 The challenges of having
“more bills than you do money to get by” 26 is also “hard when you’re on welfare and disability,
even to try to live, because you’re still not getting paid enough to live. You still gotta make those
decisions and you still gotta make it, you know, welfare you can’t even make it.” 27 For people
living in poverty, “it’s experienced by not having…I understand not having certain necessities in
your life, not having your food, not having your shelter…you’re not getting access to your
standard healthcare or even if there’s mental health issues…[and] urban sprawl.” 28 It becomes

Participant E, “Interview Transcript,” (16 May 2017) at 1.
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 1.
23
Ibid at 2.
24
Participant D, “Interview Transcript,” (15 May 2017) at 1.
25
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 4.
26
Participant D, “Interview Transcript,” (15 May 2017) at 1.
27
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 4.
28
Ibid at 1.
21
22
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more than “just the lack of money, it’s the lack of access to drugs, or food, or whatever.” 29 This
lack means having to “make a decision between having food or having a place to live. Because
you’re either paying your rent or you’re paying for your food, so what’do you do? Go without a
place to live and eat, or not eat and live in a place but then have to go to food banks, access food
banks and access soup kitchens or places that can feed you, or help you get fed or relying on
other instances like if you have a good neighbour or friends or family.” 30
However, relying on resources in the community such as food banks and soup kitchens,
or even turning to neighbours, friends, or family is a challenge because poverty is experienced as
more than a lack of access to resources, but is also experienced as “not having the participatory
aspects, not having engagement, not making community connections, networking, feeling
isolated, and stigmatization.”31 The social isolation/exclusion felt by people experiencing poverty
takes an “emotional toll,”32 where “isolation and certain things and feeling isolated and not
feeling that you’re important to the world, it’s really hard on people. And hard to get through,
hard for people to understand that because…I think members of society need to understand what
it really means to be in poverty, in dire poverty, and to experience it and not just look at it and
say ok, there’s a problem, let’s fix it, and walk away from the problem.” 33
And while “there have been measures to change certain aspects of poverty and to try and
figure out ways to eliminate it over time,” 34 it can feel like you are “stuck on stupid…because…
it feels like you are in this cycle and you can’t get out.” 35 It can feel confining and limiting: “I
know how it was, I experienced it. I can’t speak for other people, k, so I felt limited, confined,
Participant E, “Interview Transcript,” (16 May 2017) at 4.
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 1.
31
Participant B, “Interview Transcript,” (27 April 2017) at 1.
32
Ibid at 1.
33
Participant A, “Interview Transcript,” (26 April 2017) at 1.
34
Ibid at 1.
35
Participant C, “Interview Transcript,” (2 May 2017) at 1.
29
30
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caged. I mean because you can’t get out of where you’re at and you can’t improve what you’re
doing, so it’s like being chained to a wall of a dungeon, there’s nothing you can do about it. And
I think most people experience it that way. And that’s the biggest problem. There should be
something we can do about it,”36 “…because this problem doesn’t have to exist.” 37
Voices Against Poverty
This understanding that “[t]here should be something we can do about” 38 is where VAP
comes from. VAP is a grassroots group of persons and advocates with lived experience of
poverty in Windsor, Ontario “dedicated to creating ways to help empower, educate, and value
those with lived experiences of poverty.” 39 VAP, one member shared, is “a group that you know,
stands for itself, Voices Against Poverty, it’s people who want to address their feelings about
poverty and how poverty affects them and how poverty needs to be either reduced or eliminated.
And strategies to reduce or eliminate those.” 40 Formed in 2009, VAP works locally to address
the impacts of poverty in the Windsor community, a city where poverty is experienced and felt at
higher than average rates as compared to the rest of Canada. 41
“[P]overty is experienced [in Windsor-Essex]…from my understanding, from living here
is, you know, loss of jobs, empty buildings, high rent, high market rent, not enough, not enough
employment, there’s a bunch of factors here that you know, are experienced here in WindsorEssex, a population of impoverished people, that, on a national basis, and a municipal basis just
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continues to grow.”42 And along with all of these factors, there is “a bigger problem in WindsorEssex, other than the financial aspect which I realize is a big one, the numbers are quite high, is
the lack of supports for people’s inclusion, for being engaged in community efforts for not only
meeting their basic needs in terms of healthy living…healthy living circumstances, the ability to
kind of grow and survive, they’re surviving but they’re not thriving.”43 There are barriers that
limit engagement and participation in the community for people who are living in poverty in
Windsor-Essex: “[B]y and large the average poor person in Windsor-Essex I see as being
excluded, not only from not having the basic survival needs of you know, food, entertainment,
clothing, living circumstances met, but the other community, participatory things, kind of, that I
think are emotionally important if you’re gonna actually get beyond that mindset and be able to
get out of poverty as much as the income.” 44 One group member explained that, in WindsorEssex County I think there’s a big sense of the haves and the have-nots. The haves are constantly
in denial that this problem exists, ‘people are just lazy, people just don’t want to work,’ you
know they don’t actually come out and talk to people who are experiencing poverty, and if they
do they’re still close-minded.”45 And the people who are experiencing poverty, “the have-nots
completely understand their situation. A lot of them, they’re not passive though. They’re not
passive, they engage, you know what I mean? They come forth, if there’s a town hall meeting
they come out, they talk. 46
The group is not limited to their locally focused efforts, however, as they also engage at
the provincial and federal levels on issues pertaining to poverty. Relying on tools of education
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and empowerment, the group comes together as a collective of persons with lived experience of
poverty, using their individual strengths and perspectives towards the elimination of poverty:
“We’re a group that’s trying to literally eliminate poverty. That’s our goal, get rid of it. And hope
some clown doesn’t come along and create it again.” 47 The group’s mission is:
Working to raise public awareness about “myth-conceptions” of poverty issues.
Lobby for changes to the system through collaborative partnerships with:
Community agencies, businesses, and local government.
Reaching beyond the communities and gaining media support.
Help individuals become strong leaders in their own lives and communities. 48
VAP is a non-hierarchical group, built on the premise that all members share equally in
the leadership and decision-making process. Describing the group, one member stated: “We’re
egalitarian. We all have strengths and we all use our strengths to help each other, and there’s
never been a leader, there’s never been.” 49 While their membership is constantly in flux – some
members have moved on, some have stepped away for a period of time, and new members are
always welcomed in – there is a dedicated “core group”50 of approximately six to eight members
who regularly attend monthly meetings, make decisions, and lead, contribute to, and support
projects with the group. This “core group” is described by one member as “really hardcore. If it
needs to get done, we do it. And it may take us a little longer, because we’re limited [in number],
but we get the job done.”51 Although they may be small in number, another member told me that
“[t]he people who are engaged with Voices Against Poverty, they’re proactive, ready to go
people…they’re people of society who are striving just to kick something right in the ass.” 52 The
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group’s passion and dedication is clear to those who know them, and is one of the first things
that I noticed after meeting them and learning about their work.
Besides their dedication to the cause, “the single sole force [defining the group] is
advocacy around inclusion of people with lived experience in the dialogue, in the process, in the
leadership,”53 something that is practiced within the group itself which is primarily made up of
persons with lived experience of poverty. The group recognizes that those who experience
poverty are in the best position to understand it, because for people who have never had the
experience of poverty it can be difficult to even see that it is an issue. One group member
explained it this way: “[T]he principle matter is talking to those who are in need, ‘cause you
would think that everything would be fine, everything is not fine. And you gotta look outside the
box, because you’re inside the box, and inside the box, you’re just looking at four walls, you
gotta look outside the box, you gotta look around instead of thinking what’s in front of you.” 54
Because they recognize the important and necessary standpoint that those who have experienced
poverty bring to efforts to eradicate it, “Voices Against Poverty is a group of people…we’ve
lived experience, some of us are still living in poverty, so we have lived experience, we know
what it’s like, and we came together to try and improve things.”55 Although having lived
experience of poverty is a shared experience for members, they each come to the group with a
unique experience of poverty that is indicative of the diverse ways that poverty plays out in
peoples’ lives. One member explained the differences this way: “With Voices we have people
who are lived experience, but they’re lived experience in different stages. Some are in jobs now,
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others have been in education, there’s a few looking for work, and then we have people who are
actually on the assistance, and we bring something together.”56
The diversity represented in group members’ experiences of poverty also extends to the
strengths and perspectives they bring to the work. One member explained, “the strengths I bring
to the table could be different from anybody else’s, their strengths, because if you think about it,
you’re coming from different perspectives, different walks of life, different situations.” 57 During
one of our first meetings as a group, the diversity of perspectives was made explicit as we
discussed the use of the term “resistance” to describe the work of the group. One group
member’s claim that, “we’re not resisting the man,” was met with another member’s quick reply
of, “yeah, we are.”58 This exchange was followed by a discussion that concluded with a
description of the group as “kind of a bit like spectrum,” 59 where members with varied
assessments of and approaches to their work are able to come together to address poverty,
because the members are “all committed to the same thing regardless of where [they] stand on
the spectrum.”60
Practically, this plays out as members “all stand together and if [they] need to [they] pick
and choose”61 their degree of involvement on certain projects (i.e., if a group member is unable
or unwilling to participate in a direct action, such as a protest, for personal or professional
reasons, they can choose to disengage from the group in that instance). Group members “have
choice levels, so, but, the fact that it is open to the group members to kind of make the decision
to engage anyway [they] want.” 62 Group members are also connected to various other advocacy
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groups in the community which allows them to, as one member shared, to “do things separate
from each other [even though we’re a collective], but when we can still represent Voices Against
Poverty when we’re out in the community, working with another group, because [one member]
takes it to Idle No More, [another] takes it to the Workers’ Action Centre, like we’re all parts of
other pieces, so those pieces fit together all the time. So it doesn’t always necessarily say that the
whole group works with another group, but pieces of the group.” 63
However, because “decisions are made around a consensus, are consensus-based, and as
worked out as a group,”64 and the group does not engage as a group in actions that are not agreed
to unanimously, “everyone else in the group is behind that person” 65 regardless of their ability to
participate directly. 66 During the individual interviews one member spoke to the group’s
cohesiveness, despite having diverse perspectives: “The group we have, we’ve been together so
long it’s almost like a family…we’re close knit, we’re loyal, and when we need to get something
done, if you need something done, the whole group is gonna do it. We think like one person, we
act like one person.”67
The group, while diverse, unites around “the core mission statement of all of it – advocacy
for change,”68 “advocacy around inclusion of people with lived experience in the dialogue, in the
process, in the leadership”69 and “trying to literally eliminate poverty.” 70 To this end, they share
in their commitment to “[c]ombating the negative stereotypes and having that voice, giving
people that voice.”71 For VAP, as its name suggests, the concept of “voice” is central to their
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work. One member told me, “I really like the name Voices Against Poverty because it does
speak to the idea of a voice, and I think that’s an important aspect.” 72 Another member shared:
“We want to be able to stand up for the people we’re advocating for, we want to be able to give
them a voice.”73 Having a voice and giving a voice means that “the type of work is that
community engagement, that community advocacy, lived experience and the being part of the
process and trying to address not only the financial, but more that inclusionary aspect, and that
stigmatization aspect [of poverty].”74 One member said that addressing the inclusionary and
stigmatization aspects of poverty was about “[g]iving people [experiencing poverty] that person
to talk to, that person who won’t judge people…people don’t want to be judged.” 75 They
explained this was especially important for persons experiencing poverty because,
I feel and I think that that’s what happens is that you get into that state, and it’s a state of
mind where it’s like I can’t do nothing, I’m worthless, I don’t feel right, I’m trying, I’m
just trying to survive, I just need something, I need something to eat and something else
and then the turn comes and, the stereotypes and the vicious circle coming around…and
they have nowhere else to turn, and they get closed up, frustrated, angry, sad, you name it,
all the emotions, let’s just throw them all on the table here. 76
The group agreed that they were “about empowering people with lived experience” 77 in
order to give people a voice: “It’s just to help people empower things, give that sense of
empowerment, that you can do it because that’s what happened in my mind.”78 It’s about
“combating the negative stereotypes, and having that voice. Giving people that voice, that ‘I
can,’ the ‘I can’t’ doesn’t exist.” 79 This means finding “those ladders for them to climb and get
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up into that and feel better about themselves and their family.” 80 One member shared how being
an active member in VAP contributed to their own empowerment: “I learned some things. I
learned what I’m capable of, I learned what other people are capable of. And you can’t tell
people that they can’t do something when you don’t give them a chance to do it. That’s the
whole idea. Give a person a chance to do it. And that’s why we try to get as many people coming
to Voices Against Poverty as we can, and to work on that.” 81
In addition to seeking inclusion through the empowerment of persons with lived
experience of poverty, “the basic thing [they’re] asking for is inclusion and finding a means of
actually reducing poverty.” The group was clear that this meant not only having a voice
themselves and giving a voice to others, but that they grow a collective voice to educate others
about poverty. One member shared that “[t]he idea is to get people communicating, and I mean
everybody, and I think we’re doing that. It’s what we started doing, and we haven’t stopped.” 82
For the group this means “working with any group who’s looking to end poverty, and in so
doing, we make it a bigger organization, we make the voice louder, and that’s the point. Make
the voice really loud.”83 Another member spoke of the need for building that collective voice so
that people have that needed support when they are working to “shut down” opponents:
“Because the more, the better, you know. You know one person can’t go in, one person can’t go
into a crowd of wolves and sit there and think that he can take over the wolves. No, you want to
shut them down, you want to get people together. So that’s the thing, the more the better.” 84
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Not only does the group work with those who share in a common mission to end poverty,
but they also said that “everybody” included politicians and bureaucrats: “We spoke to
politicians, we spoke to bureaucrats, we spoke to the news, we spoke to anybody who’d listen
And the idea was to get people to join…to do something to help, and that’s what we were there
for, to try and help.”85 The idea, they said, is to “[m]ake the voice really loud” 86 by getting
everyone involved. One member shared that in taking this inclusive approach, “some of our work
has advanced our ability to change the way poverty is viewed and to teach people, you know,
this is how you get out.”87
Lawyers & Voices Against Poverty
Specifically seeking to understand how lawyers fit into this inclusive approach, I spoke
with members about their experiences working with both lawyers and law students, specifically
noting their work with the Centre for Equality Rights in Accommodations [“CERA”]; Legal
Assistance of Windsor [“LAW”]; and the Windsor Law chapter of Pro Bono Students Canada
[“pro bono students”]. In each of these relationships, group members explained, “We got invited
to the table…They invited us or they asked for our help, or they asked and the University has
sent some of their students.”88 Since, as the group shared, “they usually come to us,”89 the choice
to engage is up to VAP, “it’s us choosing, and it’s usually people approaching us. We never
approach lawyers. Lawyers approach us and say listen, we know this is going on, we can’t do
certain things but you guys can do certain things.”90 In terms of seeking out the work of lawyers,
or approaching lawyers themselves, one member shared, “I didn’t have to, and you know if I felt
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there was a need for it, I would, I would have done so.” 91 Another member expressed that they
felt they could approach a lawyer if they saw the need: “Well we have talked to some lawyers in
the past, we have talked to law students, so we’ve never really been without…we know they’re
available, we know they’re approachable…and so it depends on what’s going on, what we see as
a need and we go from there.” 92
Centre for Equality Rights in Accommodations
CERA “is a not-for-profit charitable organization dedicated to preventing evictions and
ending housing discrimination across Ontario.” 93 They work towards their mission “through
public education, research, law reform, casework, test case litigation and using international
human rights law and mechanisms.” 94 As one member of VAP explained, CERA is “a Torontobased group that comes here [Windsor] and does outreach,”95 with a mission statement that “ties
back to the whole idea of equality, and their focus is a rights-based focus,”96 their work “has to
do with rights and accommodations, so, Voices has partnered with them.” 97 VAP’s work with
CERA was primarily centered on self-empowerment and empowerment of persons with lived
experience.
VAP supported CERA when they hosted sessions in Windsor-Essex, first with “one
collective of advocacy outreach to tenants to find out tenant issues,” 98 and then with two followup sessions: “One was finding out the issues from the service manager perspective, and one was
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from a tenant perspective.”99 These sessions were used to help CERA develop “tenant guidelines
and books for service providers.” 100 One VAP member who “helped [CERA] with the
sessions”101 and who “helped preview the local documents,” 102 shared that, “what was good
about engaging with CERA, part of that was how to train tenants how to self-advocate around
some of these by-law issues and knowing how to do it locally.”103
Legal Assistance of Windsor
Group members also spoke about working “with Marion Overholt [Executive Director,
LAW], and she runs LAW, Legal Assistance of Windsor,” 104 whose mission “is to enhance
social justice by providing integrated face-to-face legal and social work services to marginalized
low income people in Windsor-Essex and through individual and systematic advocacy.” 105
Taking an interdisciplinary approach combining law and social work, this “clinical learning
project of the University of Windsor, Faculty of Law [works to] examin[e] the law and legal
profession in context, while helping to provide legal services to those who are unable to pay a
private lawyer and were unable to obtain a legal aid certificate.” 106 VAP described their work
with LAW as primarily focused on legal advocacy, knowledge exchange, and gaining access to
the establishment.
One member spoke about the last time they had supported the work of LAW: “Well the
last time had to do with the welfare…they were discontinuing this process where if you needed
extra money for second month’s rent, you’ll get it, and they wanted to end it so they came and
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said we can’t do that. So we went and we talked and we stalled it for a while. But eventually we
lost it, they were never going to listen to us on that one. But we did try, and everybody showed
up and everybody supported Marion [Executive Director, LAW].” 107 The group reflected on their
relationship with LAW as “a good marriage” 108 because “we get to hear what is legal and what is
not legal, they hear what our voices are and then try to find a way to deal with it through the
law;”109 “it helped them [LAW] to have people with lived experience who could speak to their
issues they were talking about and it helped us have lawyers backing up what we were saying as
well you know.”110
Pro Bono Students Canada (Windsor Law)
The group has also had an ongoing relationship with the Windsor Law chapter of Pro
Bono Students Canada, “a national…organization, with chapters in 22 of Canada’s 23 law
schools.”111 VAP was approached, “a long time ago…by the pro bono students to allow [them]
to participate in work that Voices Against Poverty was doing.” 112 As part of the Community
Placement Program, which “matches law student volunteers with organizations that have a need
for legal services but insufficient resources to retain legal counsel,” 113 one member explained
that, “there was an application process” which VAP applied through and was approved. 114 VAP
then was able to assign students projects to complete, which, “after their [students’] final
project’s finished, they [students’] have to get the lawyer to sign off on their project.” 115
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Although pro bono initiated the relationship with VAP the same way CERA and LAW did, the
relationship differs in that, unlike CERA and LAW who looked to VAP to support their
advocacy work, pro bono students work with VAP to support VAP’s advocacy work. VAP’s
relationship with pro bono students is one primarily based on access to legal information and
knowledge exchange.
Because “the pro bono students, they can’t exactly answer any questions because they’re
not lawyers and they can only take on questions that are simple,” 116 the group uses the students
to provide legal information and “a bridge” 117 in terms of language, both for VAP to “learn[] to
speak in the language of the groups and the different things that we have to interact with” 118 but
also “to help break down [clinical words] to plain language in some cases.” 119 The first project
pro bono students did for VAP, one member shared, was looking at the laws around the question
of, “is it better to do an incorporation of Voices Against Poverty, or should we do a charity
model?”120 Another time, the group was working on a petition and, one member shared: “We
wanted to know how should we change the damn thing so that it didn’t step or try to step around
any by-law…it didn’t read right for a couple of people so we talked to a lawyer, I mean that’s
what pro bono students are for, right?” 121 The majority of the projects pro bono students have
worked on for VAP over the years have been to look “for any laws pertaining to this [poverty
issue] that would support or go against” and to “make a fact sheet, not in clinical words, but in
regular people words” that could be shared in the community, because, as one members shared,
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“that’s the way I saw using the pro bono students was to help us create legal awareness, ‘cause a
lot of times people don’t know their rights as tenants.”122
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The way we understand lawyering has come from debates and discussions that happen in
the extralocal123 realm of academia and from the legal profession itself, rarely allowing space for
the perspectives and standpoints of the people whose lived experience affords them a deeper
understanding of what would be most useful to support their work. And while this project seeks
to challenge this erasure by centering the voices of community advocates with lived experience
as experts, it is important to also understand what the dominant or status quo narratives tell us
about lawyering for social change in order to form a more complete picture that acknowledges
how these varying understandings interact to inform what we think and know about this issue.
To that end, this next chapter will outline my understanding of how lawyers and legal
scholars have conceptualized the role of lawyers and approaches to lawyering in support of
social change. To uncover what is considered “expert” knowledge on lawyering for social
change, I began this project with a literature review looking at how lawyers best work towards
social change. This led me to look at different types of lawyering which I read as residing on the
periphery of one another. What follows is a discussion of the literature on “traditional” and
“progressive” lawyering, both labels which emerged in a literature search for social-justice
oriented lawyering approaches. There are various labels that apply to the two concepts of
lawyering I have presented below, 124 and a literature search was conducted that encompassed the
various labels.

The term “extralocal” comes from Canadian sociologist and feminist standpoint theorist Dorothy Smith who
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Traditional Lawyering 125
Under the traditional, regnant, 126 or first-dimensional127 approach to lawyering for social
justice, lawyers are focused on mitigating injuries rather than the processes of subordination, 128
addressing “the immediate and identifiable” 129 effects and failing to question the deeper
structures and root causes of these “injuries.” 130 Relying on conventional legal remedies and
institutions,131 traditional lawyers “formally represent”132 clients and translate their concerns into
legal claims.133 They view legal remedies as the solution to subordination and oppression. 134 This
type of lawyering puts a lot of weight on professional “expertise” and “dominance.” 135
Traditional lawyers put themselves above communities and other advocates, naming themselves
“preeminent problem solvers”136 and believing that they should be leading social movements and
change efforts with little or no input or collaboration with community. 137
Those who subscribe to this understanding of the role of lawyers are often unable to
understand the limitations or harms of this approach because they “are too enmeshed in their law
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oriented environment.”138 The impacts of a traditional approach to social justice oriented
lawyering are further obscured by the “benign and well-intentioned” relationship where lawyers
view themselves (and are viewed by clients) as working within “a supportive and caring
context.”139 Because traditionally oriented social justice lawyers are well intentioned, appear to
understand the struggles of their clients, and can be viewed as a “helper or champion” 140 for their
clients, it can be easy to accept this conceptualization as a way to understand lawyers in this
context. However, to argue that lawyers have a role in community resistance or social
movements seeking systemic change because the law is a meaningful space to achieve this
change ignores how traditional lawyering reinforces the status quo and upholds structures of
subordination by: failing to look at the structural causes of oppression; privileging legal remedies
while ignoring non-traditional advocacy practices; and championing hierarchical relationships of
power and dominance. 141
Progressive Lawyering 142
My reading of the texts on social justice or “progressive” lawyering revealed a spectrum
of non-traditional, social justice minded lawyering types 143 that align on four key characteristics:
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they acknowledge the root causes of subordination; do not rely exclusively on traditional legal
advocacy tactics; centre community voices; and work collaboratively and non-hierarchically with
community. These texts are rooted in the work of practicing lawyers, legal professionals,
scholars and academics who have theorized about how lawyers should approach systemic change
work in and with their communities. Although in some iterations the lived experiences of
communities are included as an integral component to understanding the work of lawyers, these
texts remain indicative of abstracted theorizing about what communities need or want from
lawyers when they engage in social change work. Beginning from the position of legal insiders,
“specialists occupying influential positions in the ideological apparatus,” 144 these texts reflect the
perspective, ways of knowing, and understanding of the ruling class.
First, advocates of progressive lawyering argue that we cannot ignore the structural
nature of subordination, recognizing that we need to acknowledge the root causes rather than
focusing exclusively on “mitigating injuries.” 145 Progressive lawyers recognize that any work
done by lawyers must contribute to dismantling these structures, which means looking beyond
what is “immediate and identifiable” 146 and focusing on the more elusive structural factors, 147
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including the role of the law in creating and maintaining these structures. They acknowledge that
unless we turn our attention to dismantling the “processes of subordination,”148 we will never be
able to address the root causes of subordination and oppression and therefore it will always exist
in some form or another. Focusing on the root causes makes effective and lasting change
possible by taking a preventative, rather than reactive, approach to subordination or oppression.
Because of this, progressive lawyers recognize that the law alone cannot eliminate or
dismantle systems or structures of subordination and oppression and that they should not
promote the law as the answer to systemic change. The second criteria of progressive lawyers to
be effective agents for communities in resistance and social movements, then, is that lawyers be
attentive to the ways that legal and social issues intertwine 149 and therefore adopt an expanded
approach to how they engage with advocacy by introducing nontraditional, or non-legal,
strategies. They recognize that “the law cannot eliminate the oppressive effects of poverty and
discrimination…[and that] employing solely the law to eradicate such oppression is self-deluding
and will frustrate clients.”150 Although they engage with an expanded arsenal of tools and skills
that go beyond traditional “legal” tools and skills, progressive lawyers also recognize the ways in
which the law can serve as a useful tactic at various points and to address various issues in social
change efforts and movements.151 Progressive lawyers therefore engage with a variety of legal
and non-legal approaches, and apply whichever approach (legal or non-legal) is most appropriate
to the task at hand. 152
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Similarly, a third criterion that progressive lawyers argue is necessary to be effective
allies in community-led social change efforts and movements is recognizing that they are not the
“protagonists.”153 Progressive lawyers take a back seat to the communities leading the resistance,
recognizing that they do not possess the narratives of these communities,154 which can offer a
more rich and nuanced understanding of the issues that lawyers, trapped in a “law-oriented”155
world, fail to see. As Michael Diamond argues: “The community’s problems are the only context
within which the proper role for such a lawyer can be understood.” 156 And it is only those who
are part of the community who are able to fully understand these problems. 157 It is therefore
important for lawyers to centre community voices to support, rather than undermine or co-opt,
the struggle.
Finally, progressive lawyers recognize that we can never escape the power and risk of
coercion and complicity inherent in the lawyering relationship, 158 but argue that we can engage
in collaborative lawyering relationships to challenge this and shift the balance of power as much
as possible in favour of the community. Gary Bellows defines a collaborative relationship as one
where we: “add to each other’s knowledge easily and serenely [while also maintaining] a desire
to question what each knows and a willingness to put to use whatever seems suited to the task at
hand.”159 This requires viewing the lawyering relationship as a consciousness-raising process
that is both pedagogic and non-hierarchical.160
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Progressive lawyering theory suggests that applying these criteria – acknowledging the
root causes of subordination, not relying exclusively on traditional legal advocacy tactics,
centering community voices, and working collaboratively and non-hierarchically with
community – allows lawyers to work with communities towards systemic change, however, they
must also be mindful of the dangers that are inherent in this approach.
First, recognizing the law’s implicit role in creating and maintaining structures of
subordination and oppression challenges the notion that we can work against this as legal actors.
“Relying upon the language of law and legal rights to bring change legitimates an ideological
system that masks inequality.” 161 Under this view, even in instances where legal remedies have
resulted in “success” for community-led social change efforts or movements, these “victories”
simultaneously undermine the work of community by reinforcing the legitimacy of a state
structure established to subordinate and oppress.162
Progressive lawyers are also always in a position to co-opt the work of community. Orly
Lobel defines this process of “legal co-optation” as one “by which the focus on legal reform
narrows the causes, deradicalizes the agenda, legitimizes ongoing injustices and diverts energies
away from more effective and transformative alternatives.”163 Legal remedies and the lawyers
championing them often take centre stage and displace or eclipse the impact of community
organizing work.164 When lawyers’ voices are the central focus, “the community’s struggle
becomes the lawyer’s struggle and not the people’s struggle,” 165 where lawyers “receive
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attention and remain the focus.” 166 Looking to the law as the avenue for change “snatches the
power play from [the community’s] control to place it with the lawyer. This can indirectly
disempower the community,”167 which is antithetical to the goal of dismantling the oppressive
systems and structures of subordination that disempower communities. This “may find
[communities] pleading for permission to conform to the status quo,”168 as they become
“absorbed by the system even as they struggle against it.” 169
Finally, progressive lawyers are necessarily reinforcing hierarchies of dominance by
occupying a privileged role where their knowledge and expertise is valued in the dominant or
status quo narrative that these movements are seeking to challenge. 170 “It is a reality that lawyers,
with our privilege, our access to power, and our closely held set of tools, all too often have
negative effects when we intervene in community processes...[t]he issue of power pervades all
aspects of the community lawyer’s job.” 171 This power, “or the possibility of coercion and
complicity with group domination”172 is particularly a concern where the lawyer’s identity
mirrors or aligns with the privileged or dominant identities of the status quo, which continue to
occupy the majority of this space. 173
Those who work and write as progressive lawyers challenge the way we think about
lawyering using a critical lens that allows us to see the ways that traditional lawyering
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approaches can undermine or co-opt the work being led by community advocates for social
change. Their work forces us to think about how our approach to lawyering can be altered to
better serve our clients, our communities, and ourselves by working towards systemic change
and seeking to mitigate the impacts of unequal power relationships that privilege lawyers. They
help us to broaden our understanding of what lawyers can and should be doing in order to
contribute to broad social change work, but also acknowledge the challenges of doing so from a
position that is privileged and designed to uphold the very structures progressive lawyers are
working against.
Although the progressive lawyering literature has some important and critical discussions
about lawyers working for social justice, it is centered around the voices of lawyers and legal
academics, ignoring or glossing over the crucial standpoint that communities and persons with
lived experience bring to these discussions. The literature therefore critiques power hierarchies
from the perspective of lawyers and legal academics, which overemphasizes the power held by
lawyers and its impacts, and minimizes the power held in communities and potential for
transformative power relationships. So, while the literature provides us with a critical alternative
to traditional lawyering, it still obscures the full potential for a transformative relationship
between lawyers and communities, which can only be understood when we look outside of the
perspectives of lawyers and legal academics. How can we know the best way for lawyers to
support community-based social justice work without turning to the communities we’re seeking
to support? “[H]ow can you so it without consulting the people who need the help or the
change?”174
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Reviewing the literature on progressive lawyering revealed a significant limitation in
whose voices are given space as “experts” in discussions around how lawyers can best support
community-led systemic change work. These discussions have been dominated by legal
professionals and academics, with little attention to the knowledge and wisdom that is held
outside of these “elite” discourses. Seeking to contribute to addressing this gap in a way that was
transformative in its approach and limited in its potential to reinforce traditional power
hierarchies – understanding that theory, method, and action are inseparable – I moved beyond the
literature and turned to the community to explore how lawyers can best support community-led
systemic change work. Specifically, I worked with one group of community advocates with
lived experience of poverty to elevate their voices and share their wisdom on how they felt
lawyers might best support their work and how they might reimagine their relationship to
transform the power lawyers hold by virtue of their location and privilege into opportunities of
resistance towards a more even distribution of power.
With a goal to better understand how lawyers can best support community-led systemic
change work towards the elimination of poverty while being attentive to the ways in which they
might undermine or co-opt the work of advocates with lived experience, I conducted qualitative
research informed by a critical research paradigm, incorporating elements of collaborative or
participatory research, including participatory action and community-based participatory
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research methodologies. 175 This was a deliberate, political choice, 176 meant to reflect the social
change purpose of the research by centering the perspectives of community advocates with lived
experience of poverty, challenging traditionally held beliefs about who counts as “expert,” where
someone with lived experience who is “an expert…[because they] know what poverty is. [They]
felt it, [they] lived it. [They’ve] experienced it…need[s] a credential in order for people to
listen.”177 This approach allowed me to both recognize and validate the knowledge and expertise
held by the participants as advocates with lived experience of poverty, while also providing
space for their voices to be heard where lawyers and legal academics have dominated. The
research was also shaped by my practice of reflexivity, 178 which allowed me to better understand
and convey the ways in which the research, as it is presented in this thesis, represents by own
biases and subjectivities both in the process of conducting research with participants, and,
importantly, in the analysis of the data and conclusions drawn from it.
There is an urgency for change born out of the current social and political climate
requiring an approach to research that will both recognize this context and model more equal
social relationships and distributions of power allowing for the research process itself to be an
act of social change. 179 Recognizing that “the path or route we choose for research is as
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important as the meanings or substance we might discover,” 180 adopting a critical research
paradigm, supported by collaborative methodologies, allowed the research path to align with the
goal of critically examining unequal social relationships and distributions of power.
Understanding that method, theory, and action cannot be divorced from one another,
incorporating elements of collaborative research methodologies was intended to both recognize
and validate the knowledge and expertise held by the participants as advocates with lived
experience of poverty, while also providing space for their voices to be heard where lawyers and
legal academics have dominated. Thus, in order to contribute to more equal social relationships
and distributions of power, this research was designed to not only understand but to be a process
to challenge these relationships as well.
Integrating elements of collaborative methodologies into my critical framework allowed
me to explore how lawyers could best support community-led systemic change work towards the
elimination of poverty by centering perspectives of community advocates with lived experience
who are engaged in this work; perspectives typically left to the margins of these discussions
despite their importance to fully understanding meaningful paths forward. 181 It is these voices,
from their standpoint, that provide a more complete understanding of our everyday world 182 and
the relationships within it, including those relationships that are between community advocacy
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groups and the lawyers who support them. To this end, I relied on group meetings and in-depth
interviews with participants to learn from one group of community advocates with lived
experience of poverty about how they envisioned lawyers to best support their work towards
systemic change.
Critical Paradigm
Being explicit and intentional about one’s research paradigm is important because it is
the research paradigm that “ultimately determines or directs all other decisions made within a
particular research endeavour.”183 A research paradigm – the worldview or perspective from
which to approach your research184 – generally falls under one of three loose categories:
instrumental; interactive; or critical. 185 Questions surrounding power relations, societal structures
and resulting inequalities underscore this research, and thus a critical research paradigm is
appropriate to begin an exploration into the ways lawyers might be most effective in supporting
community advocates with lived experience seeking systemic or structural change. 186 A critical
“paradigm examines societal structures and power relations and how they play a role in
promoting inequalities and disenabling people while promoting reflection and action on what is
right and just.”187
Similarly, Kristin Esterberg frames a critical research paradigm as one that can be
understood as “a moral and political activity” 188 meant “to help people change oppressive
conditions…the goal of critical social research is to work toward human emancipation.” 189
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Critical social researchers, she tells us, “want to examine the nature of inequality and work
toward the empowerment of those with less power.” 190 To this end, critical social researchers
must be attentive to whose perspectives are included in the research process, recognizing that
research is not a neutral process and knowledge is created by those included and centered in this
process.191 It is especially important to ensure that the perspectives of those who are traditionally
marginalized in research and knowledge production be included if empowerment and social
change are ultimate goals in critical social research. 192 Failing to seek out and centre these
perspectives not only reinforces whose knowledge is considered “legitimate”, but also risks
further entrenching the dominant power imbalances we are seeking to change. Thus, it was
important for this research project to include the perspectives of community advocates and
persons with lived experience throughout the research process as these are the perspectives that
have typically been excluded from these discussions despite the necessary understanding they
bring to this discussion.
Theory: Feminist Standpoint Theories & Knowledge/Power Nexus
I relied on feminist standpoint theories, particularly the work of sociologists Dorothy
Smith and Patricia Hill Collins, and Michel Foucault’s knowledge/power nexus to inform my
critical research paradigm. Both feminist standpoint theories and the knowledge/power nexus are
useful to better understand the relationship between knowledge and power, how this relationship
has been used to maintain the status quo, and how it might be co-opted to challenge power
hierarchies and dominance. 193 Understanding the importance of beginning from the standpoint of
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communities and the relationship between knowledge and power and its transformative potential
was particularly important as it is these elements that are missing from the literature. Feminist
standpoint theories and the knowledge/power nexus can be used together to show how
questioning knowledge or what is considered valid or objective truth, is a way forward to resist
unequal power hierarchies that privilege a dominant class.
Feminist standpoint theories help to uncover how power is distributed based on what is
considered valid knowledge and ultimately whose voices get heard. Feminist standpoint theories
“renounc[e] theoretical projects that seek full development and coherence prior to an encounter
with the world…[by] moving from the actualities [we] begin to see, to formulations intended to
explicate them, and back again.” 194 Thus, I was able to use tenants of feminist standpoint theories
and begin from the voices of community advocates while also bringing in the theoretical
discussions that inform how we think about a lawyering relationship and the implications of this
understanding in shaping the everyday world and our relationships in it. I was also able to use the
work of Michel Foucault as understood by progressive lawyers, 195 borrowing from Foucault’s
“toolkit”196 to better understand the role the power/knowledge nexus plays in relationships
between community advocates with lived experience and the lawyers who support them.
Foucault’s work helps to uncover the transformative potential of these relationships in moving
towards more equitable distributions of power.
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Feminist Standpoint Theories
Feminist standpoint theories begin from “the view that all attempts to know are socially
situated”197 – “our ruling198 [and] the systematically developed knowledge that has entered into
it”199 are “designed to represent the interests of those privileged by hierarchical power relations
of race, economic class, gender, sexuality, and nationality.”200 The “legislations, policies,
mindsets…all these exclusionary forces…degrade, demoralize, stigmatize and punish people for
their situations.”201 Uncovering the ways “elite White men control Western structures of
knowledge validation,”202 feminist standpoint theories are particularly useful to “map how social
and political disadvantage can be turned into an epistemic, scientific and political advantage.” 203
According to the basic tenants of feminist standpoint theories, “[t]he social situation of
the epistemic agent…plays a role in forming what we know and limiting what we are able to
know. They can affect what we are capable of knowing and what we are permitted to know.” 204
Those who are “inside the box” can be limited to the four walls of that box, but those “outside
the box” are able to see more than what is “in front of [them].”205 Our socio-political positions
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thus inform our perspectives and offer a potential entry point into the achievement of a
standpoint.
Distinguishing between a perspective, which “is occupied as a matter of fact of one’s
socio-historical position,”206 and a standpoint, which may emerge from one’s socio-historical
position, but is “earned through the experience of collective political struggle,” 207 feminist
standpoint theories claim that it is those who occupy space in marginalized groups who “are
much more successfully placed to achieve a standpoint.” 208 It is their “access to both public and
hidden knowledge on both sides of power positions” 209 that allows marginalized groups who are
“outside the box” to “develop distinctive standpoints on hierarchical power relations,”210 from an
“epistemic advantage of insights into social relations that are unavailable to the non-marginalized
[“inside the box”].”211 They are able to “see both the flaws and the ways that people can get hurt,
as well as the other, in the same bureaucratic lens, as some of the bureaucrats.” 212 This
“epistemic advantage,” “double vision,” or “wisdom” is necessary for marginalized groups “to
survive in social structures in which one is oppressed,”213 an advantage not required of the nonmarginalized who are, by design, privileged by those same social structures: “Knowledge
without wisdom is adequate for the powerful, but wisdom is essential to the survival of the
subordinate.”214
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Feminist standpoint theories tell us that “[t]he present structure of local social relations is
organized by social relations external to it;”215 the local actualities of our lives, “our everyday
worlds are organized by social relations that extend beyond them.”216 Ideology, knowledge, and
culture217 are created and maintained by a dominant, elite, or ruling class of “affluent White
men” who “control[] schools, the news media, and other social institutions that legitimate what
counts as truth,”218 leaving the experiences, interests, and ways of knowing 219 of marginalized
groups “excluded from what counts as knowledge.” 220 This exclusion is a significant issue,
particularly for those who are marginalized, because “if you’re excluded from the policies and
the program structures that impact you, you’re also gonna get hurt by them in a lot of ways.” 221
To shape “how our everyday worlds are organized,” 222 the ruling class takes an
“extralocal” viewpoint, “something like a bird’s-eye view, a viewpoint not situated in the local
and particular places and not located in actual, particularistic social relations.” 223 This results in
“the transcription of the local and particular actualities of our lives into abstracted and
generalized forms,”224 a process designed to maintain social inequality by universalizing “elite
discourses [and] measur[ing] everyone else’s accomplishments in light of how much they deviate
from this ideal.”225 It is under this “view of social reality that elevates the ideas and actions of
highly educated White men as normative and superior,”226 where the “ideological apparatus” that
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organizes and gives meaning to our lives comes from the perspectives and interests of this ruling
class who are necessarily outside of our local, actualized lives. In holding the ability to
“legitimate what counts as truth, [the ruling class] possesses the authority to obscure its own
power and to redefine its own special interests as being national interests.” 227 The standpoint of
the ruling class, “a standpoint in the everyday world,”228 thus “comes to be seen as natural,
obvious, and general, and a one-sided set of interests preoccupy intellectual and creative
work.”229
This creates the conditions whereby stereotypes of identity emerge to define those who
are excluded from the elite discourse or ruling class. The experiences of those who are “outside
the box” are “routinely distorted” 230 and placed “into niches within hierarchical power
relations.”231 In the context of poverty, elite discourses create categories like, for example, the
“deserving” and “undeserving” poor where people “have to fit a certain parameter [delineated in
the extralocal] to get help and be deserving of it.” 232 There is a “denial that this problem
[poverty] exists,”233 and misconceptions that “people are just lazy, people just don’t want to
work”234 which shape the way people understand what poverty means and how it is experienced.
These stereotypes shape “how things are framed and how people come to understand stuff,” 235
including those on whom these stereotypes are imposed, disempowering them and creating “a
state of mind where it’s like ‘I can’t do nothing, I’m worthless’,”236 where “you feel like you’re a
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personal failure.”237 Here we can see “how the ideas produced by a ruling class…dominate and
penetrate the social consciousness of the society in general, and thus…effectively control the
social process of consciousness in ways that deny expression to the actual experience people
have in the working relations of their everyday world.”238
This ideological apparatus is obscured both to those existing in socio-political positions
outside and within the ruling class. The invisibility of the ideological apparatus and its structure
gives it the appearance of neutrality, universality, and objectivity, making it seem natural and
inevitable that the way we conceptualize the local actualities of our lives is influenced and
shaped by the perspectives of the ruling class. It gives those who are “governed” or “ruled” by an
abstracted ideological apparatus a feeling of being “stuck. Stuck, I’ll say on stupid. It’s not
because they are stupid, but it feels like you’re in this cycle and you can’t get out.” 239 It
contributes to feelings of powerlessness “because they feel that there is no way out.” 240 Further,
those who exist within it “view the world in distinctive ways by virtue of their participation in
the ruling structure,”241 and are unable to see “[t]he social organization of the forms of
consciousness characteristic of [the] ruling class” precisely because of their position in it.242
They “isolate themselves from the problem, and they can’t do that.” 243
However, standpoint theories do not merely make known the ways in which ideological
structures serve to perpetuate social inequalities. They also provide a lens to “map how social
and political disadvantage can be turned into an epistemic, scientific and political advantage,”244
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that challenges the “false universalism” of the extralocal modes of ruling. Feminist standpoint
theories argue that the achievement of a standpoint earned through collective political struggle
allows marginalized groups to begin to “make visible aspects of social relations and of the
natural world that are unavailable from dominant perspectives,” 245 and in doing so they are able
to “challenge those identities imposed by conventional stereotypes that form part of hegemonic
ways of thinking from the point of view of the socially and politically dominated.” 246 Selfdefinition and self-assertion “adds to a body of knowledge about how my life is and how I
experience the world,”247 and in doing so “debunk[s] myths about me, about my relationship to
the world, and about my relationship with others in that world that” 248 were created by the ruling
class and accepted as truth. “Thus, the epistemic process whereby a standpoint emerges enables
the occupants of that standpoint to gain an element of power and control over knowledge about
their lives. In becoming occupants of a standpoint, they also become knowing subjects in their
own right, rather than merely objects that are known by others.”249
Further, in “mak[ing] visible aspects of social relations and of the natural world that are
unavailable from dominant perspectives,”250 through self-definition and self-assertion towards
the achievement of a standpoint, marginalized groups “generate the kinds of questions that will
lead to a more complete and true account of [social] relations.” 251 Thus, in looking to the
standpoint of marginalized groups, we can better understand the ways in which our everyday
worlds are governed by extralocal modes of ruling.
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Both Smith and Collins speak to the ways in which the “master’s tools”252 have been
evoked as a strategic tool to create space for standpoints to be heard. “To be recognized as a
proper participant,” Dorothy Smith tells us, “the members [of a standpoint] must produce work
that conforms to appropriate styles and terminologies, makes the appropriate deferences, and is
locatable by these and other devices in the traditions, factions, and schools whose themes it
elaborates, whose interpretive procedures it intends, and by whose criteria it is to be
evaluated.”253 This can be further explained as: “the way the establishment structure works, the
group itself has to have credibility within the establishment and do something successful
engaging in the way the bureaucracy wants you to engage with before they’ll recognize you and
engage when you’re trying to help other people.” 254 However, it is important to remember that
“the more you engage within the established bureaucracy, the more you’re removed from the
core need of the issue…the more you’re getting in that system, you’re co-opting against that
you’re trying to advocate around changing and that’s a tough one.” 255 This requires, as Collins
tells us, that while “engaging in the way the bureaucracy wants you to engage,” 256 we must
“simultaneously challenge the same structure that grant[s us] legitimacy.” 257
Smith also cautions that we do not simply replace one set of ideologies with another; we
cannot just replace the ideologies of the ruling class with those of persons in their actual and
localized lives. Instead, she argues that we must begin our inquiry from the local and move into
extralocal, shifting back and forth between the two. This stands in contrast to standard ways of
inquiry which call for us to begin with an understanding of the conceptual and then move into
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the local, trying to make fit what we learn in the local into an ideological apparatus designed in
the extralocal. In starting with the local, we are better able to see things that are unseeable from
the position of the extralocal and can ground our analysis in the actualities of people’s lives,
while still being attentive the ways these actualities are organized by ideological apparatuses of
the extralocal. In this way we also acknowledge that “[t]hey have a certain experience, we have a
certain experience,”258 which together can bring us closer to a more complete understanding of
our world. Smith’s idea is to inform a starting point to begin “creating a way of seeing, from
where we actually live, into the powers, processes, and relations that organize and determine the
everyday context of that seeing.” 259
Knowledge/Power Nexus
Similarly, “Foucault argued that to understand and to change ourselves and our societies,
we must fundamentally reshape the ways that we think about power and relationship – and where
we search for this new understanding.” 260 The way to do this, he shared, was “not to look to
politics to understand power, but to everyday life and everyday relationships.” 261 In line with
feminist standpoint theories, Foucault sees a starting point rooted in the everyday world, in the
local actualities of our everyday relationships, as important to understanding power and being
able to challenge hierarchical or unequal power relationships.
Power, to Foucault, “ means a set of relationships in which actors strategically seek to
govern, shape, or manage the behavior of others by reacting to what others have done or might
do in the future.”262 He further explains power as malleable, taking different shapes and forms in
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different contexts.263 “[P]ower does not belong to anyone,” 264 nor is it “all-or-nothing…a
capacity or tool of the dominant,” 265 rather it is a “process in which participants attempt to shape
the conduct of others.”266 Foucault’s understanding of power suggests “there is always some
possibility of modifications or reversal – even if just momentary – of the terms of the
relationship,”267 seeing resistance as an ever-present “part of every relation of power.” 268 This
understanding of power and relationships is an understanding that offers space for the
transformation of the social conditions that oppress and marginalize, because “if power is
everywhere, so too is the possibility of resistance.” 269
One way forward using Foucault’s understanding of power is to question knowledge “in
terms of the role it plays in shaping or undergirding our practices, institutions, and our very
selves.”270 This is important because of the interconnectedness of power and knowledge, which,
while not equated with one another, “directly imply one another [such that] there is no power
relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does
not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations.”271 Challenging knowledge, or
what is imposed as “true knowledge” 272 and reconstituting our everyday relationships helps us to
“resist being governed in the ways we currently are, to reject the identity and subjectivity…that
is presented to and imposed on us,” and reshape “and resist the specific techniques of power at
play in a particular historical moment.” 273 Essentially, Foucault’s understanding of power
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suggests that we can challenge the extralocal ideological apparatuses that shape our everyday
worlds and are imposed on the local actualities of our lives in ways that are designed to benefit
the ruling class, by beginning with our local, everyday relationships and questioning what counts
as objective truth.
Smith and Collins, along with Foucault help to explain the importance of turning towards
community as a starting place to understand and ultimately challenge hierarchical power
relationships that exist to maintain the interests of the ruling class. They articulate the ways in
which knowledge and power have been used to uphold these hierarchies, but also provide a way
forward by suggesting how knowledge and power can be transformed to dismantle these
hierarchies and challenge oppression. This means changing how we approach relationships and
working towards a more complete understanding of our everyday worlds, which is best
accomplished by beginning with the standpoint of the local actualities of our lives and then
moving into the abstract ideologies that shape them. And it is through their earned standpoint
that marginalized groups can begin to make visible these ideological structures that shape and
influence their everyday world. They are able to see both the actualities of their local world, as
well as the abstracted ideologies that govern their everyday lives and challenge what is imposed
upon them as objective truth, and thus can co-opt or transform power hierarchies that privilege
dominant groups towards more equitable distributions of power.
Qualitative Research
Exploring how lawyers can best support community-led systemic change work from this
critical paradigm called for a qualitative methodology. Qualitative research allowed for an
exploration of the perspectives of the community advocates and persons with lived experience
who are typically excluded from the knowledge creation process because qualitative research
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aims “to uncover the world through another’s eyes, in a discovery and exploratory process that is
deeply experienced.”274 Seeking to “describe and understand… [q]ualitative methods focus on
the whole of human experience and the meanings ascribed by individuals living the experience;
broader understanding and deeper insight into complex human behaviours thus occurs as a
result.”275 It involves “watching people in their own territory and interacting with them in their
own language, on their own terms,”276 while also employing participatory practices where
“research subjects pla[y] an active part in the process.”277 This approach allows us to share lived
experiences while being attentive to the knowledge that these experiences shape multiple
realities and thus there is no one objective truth. 278 Qualitative research methodologies, therefore,
provide the framework for challenging the way we think about lawyers engaged in systemic
change work, and who we understand to be experts in theorizing about this. It allows for the
community advocates and persons with lived experience to share their perspectives and
worldview “in their own language, on their own terms.”279
Additionally, qualitative research methodologies acknowledge the role the researcher
plays throughout the research process. Rather than ignoring the ways researchers “express and
represent elements of [themselves] in every research situation,” 280 qualitative methodologies
allow for the researcher to reflect on the influences their worldviews have on the ways
information is gathered, understood, analyzed and presented. 281 Being attentive to the ways my
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own experiences and biases influenced the research process, through the practice of reflexivity,
was an important element for this project because it allowed me to be honest about my
relationship to the research and to “deeply consider[] the implications of [my own] power” 282
throughout this process. Understanding my position as a law student, and importantly a white,
settler, cis-hetero, female, temporarily able-bodied law student with no lived experience of
poverty or community-led advocacy experience, allowed me to better position myself in relation
to the participants and to think about where I might hold or be perceived to hold power, and
where my worldview would be insufficient to accurately understand and represent the voices of
participants. This understanding helped inform the research design and how I approached
participants. My ability to be reflexive throughout the research process was limited, however, by
my own challenges in recognizing some of the nuances of my positionality, obscured by my
position in the ruling structure, 283 and inaccessible to me.284
Relying on a qualitative methodology was not only necessary to better understand the
perspectives of the participants, and the ways in which my own worldviews influenced my
understanding of these perspectives, but it was also important because the research questions
have been underexplored. There is not a substantive body of research available on the ways in
which lawyers fit into systemic advocacy work in ways that neither undermine or co-opt work
being done by community advocates, and there is even less from the perspective of community
advocates with lived experience. The lack of a strong, cohesive body of work to build upon
called for a methodological approach that provided openness to explore these questions in a way
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that allowed for unanticipated themes to emerge – one of the hallmarks of qualitative
methodologies.
A qualitative approach also allows for a fluid research design as appropriate to the
circumstances and purpose of the research project. 285 Fluidity in the research design was
necessary because, as will be outlined below, a collaborative approach was applied to the
research process making it important that the research design would be flexible to allow space to
incorporate the perspectives of all participants in a way that was respectful of their autonomy and
choice throughout each stage of the research process, yet attentive to my own personal and
institutional limitations as a researcher. Thus, the research was iterative, open to revision based
on community perspectives as provided by participants, rather than being a rigid design based
exclusively on my own understanding of what the research should be.
Collaborative Research
Approaching the research design using collaborative methodologies was crucial to
ensuring that the voices of community advocates with lived experience were centered in this
discussion. “Collaborative research is about both process and content and about producing useful
knowledge,”286 built on the key components of: “inclusion, participation, individual and
collective action, social change, and empowerment.” 287 Collaborative research seeks to challenge
the ways that dominant groups have typically co-opted research and knowledge production as “a
tool…to help perpetuate and maintain current power relations of inequality…[b]y beginning with
the experience and research needs of those who have traditionally been either silent or
silenced.”288 It is built on the belief that subordinate groups bring with them a broader vision
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than that of the dominant group because they are uniquely positioned to understand the dominant
group in addition to themselves.289 Recognizing that community advocates and persons with
lived experience are in the best position to more broadly understand systems and structures of
subordination and oppression, and thus bring an important perspective to understanding how
different actors, including lawyers, might be most effective in working to dismantle those
structures, was one of the cornerstones of this research project.
Participatory Action Research
One of the most recognizable collaborative research methodologies is participatory action
research [“PAR”]. Ultimately, PAR’s goal is “helping community people to become subjects
instead of objects, acting on their community situation instead of simply reacting.” 290 However,
as the participants who collaborated on this research project were already active subjects, leaders
in working to eliminate poverty in their community, rather than seeking to “empower”
participants to shift from reactive to active, this research borrowed elements of PAR with the aim
to support the work already being led by these community advocates and persons with lived
experience. As its name suggests, PAR conceptualizes its core elements into two overlapping
categories: participation and action. Although not a PAR project, this research project was
designed with these core principles of PAR in mind.
The participatory element of this research is rooted in an understanding of knowledge and
objectivity that challenges traditional views that “distance” is equated with objectivity, and “that
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only university-based or trained researchers have the right to research and possess the tools of
theoretically informed inquiry.” 291 This means “pooling knowledge” 292 with “researchers and
oppressed people [joining] in solidarity”293 to conduct research that aims to benefit those most
impacted by the systems and structures of oppression.294 PAR begins with the community
defining the research problem or question. 295 However, due to institutional constraints – namely,
the requirements of the graduate program and significant time limitations - the research need in
this case was identified by my own (researcher) interests. Although I identified the need with the
community in mind, it was important to include them in discussions about whether this was a
useful research project for them in order to ensure that the research question was not restricted to
my own limited worldview. By discussing the relevance of this question and being flexible in
allowing participants to critique the research questions to be more relevant to their needs, I hoped
to play a supportive role in allowing the community to address any concerns that fell within my
resources and skills as a researcher while also being attentive to the needs articulated by the
group.296 More in-line with PAR practices, interview questions were generated 297 during a twopart “group meeting” where research questions and processes were tailored, where possible,
based on the input of participants. This process allowed for participants to integrate what they
found to be meaningful into the questions and, ultimately, the direction of the research, providing
participants with more incentive to be invested in the research itself.
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The “action” element of PAR methodology is concerned “with creating mutually
rewarding, democratic relationships with […] participants.” 298 To this end, action requires a
commitment to do more than publish results in an academic journal. Results from action research
should have “an impact on the people who are most affected,” 299 and thus should be “put…to use
in various fields: the academy, policy making, […] organizing, on the streets, in popular
education and on the stage.”300 Ideally, the community “become[s] involved in actually using
research results.”301 To this end, participants were asked at all stages of the research process
what they would like to see as an outcome beyond a traditionally academic paper. Participants
were also given the data they generated to use for their own purposes in the future.
Community-Based Participatory Research
Community-based participatory research [“CBPR”] is another collaborative approach to
research that seeks to challenge the status quo by tackling inequities and disparities in the social,
economic, political, health and environmental context. 302 It seeks to “confron[t] and chang[e] the
living conditions of people who are commonly underserved, hidden and forgotten,” 303 attentive
to “creating [both] an empowering research process, as well as outcomes.”304 To this end, CBPR
relies on four key, overlapping principles influenced by the thinking of Paulo Freire:
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“participation, knowledge creation, power and praxis.”305 Just as this research is not a PAR
project, it is also not a CBPR project, however as with PAR, it is also informed by some of
CBPR’s core elements.
Participation – “who is involved throughout the research process (e.g., academic partners,
community partners, community members), to what extent and to what end” 306 – in CBPR rests
on the principle of collaboration. 307 CBPR engages “community members, organizational
representatives, and researchers” 308 collaboratively throughout the research process, including
research design, knowledge creation, and intervention development. 309 Relying on each
“partner”310 to “contribute unique strengths and shared responsibilities,” 311 towards a shared
goal. This is based on the understanding that each partner brings important perspectives “to
enhance the understanding of a given phenomenon and the social and cultural dynamics of the
community.”312 It is particularly important in CBPR that community members with lived
experience be involved in the project, “either formally as partnership members, as an ad hoc
group, or as a contributor to the project in other ways.”313 In this research project, participants –
all individuals from the community with lived experience of poverty and community-led poverty
elimination work – were involved not only as passive participants or subjects, but actively in
their support of and engagement in the process of informing the research questions, sharing their
knowledge, and in offering reflections at the initial stages of the data analysis portion.
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Involving community members, particularly those with lived experience, is not only
important for participation in CBPR, but it is also integral to knowledge creation and
legitimization. Knowledge is created and legitimized through the shared contribution of both
“academic and community partners, as well as the community at large.” 314 CBPR values and
understands that “community members provide insights into and interpretation of context (e.g.,
community’s past and present, systems), language, and culture, findings and recommendations
[that] are more complete, relevant, and meaningful than if input was not obtained.” 315 The
knowledge that community members bring to the research process allows for the creation of
appropriate and respectful research materials and protocols to generate more meaningful data. 316
It is important that the academic and community partners have a strong, equitable relationship
with recurring dialogue at all stages of the research to be meaningful. 317
To allow for this, participants were asked how they would like to be involved in the
generation and analysis of the information. Rather than impose a responsibility on participants to
engage throughout the research process and risk subjecting them to any additional burdens,
participants were asked initially during the first group meeting, and again at the conclusion of
each interview, if and how they would like to be involved. Providing the option, rather than
creating a requirement, allowed for participants’ autonomy over how invested they would be in
this project. This was particularly important for this project, which was not born out of the
community or the participants themselves, but rather was asked of them. During the group
meeting participants requested that an additional meeting be added following the collection and
analysis of the data which would allow them an opportunity to respond to my analysis of the
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interviews as well as be an opportunity to reflect on this analysis and possible next steps.
Additionally, at the conclusion of each interview participants were asked if and how they would
like to be involved in the analysis. This elicited responses which varied from not wanting to be
involved until the reflective group meeting, to others who chose to review a copy of their written
transcript and provide any additional clarification they felt was needed to best reflect their voice.
Although no participants requested changes be made to their transcripts or any additional
clarifications be made, providing the opportunity to do so was important to give participants
control over their knowledge.
The relationship between academic and community partners weaves into the way power
is understood in CBPR. This relationship is inherently built on an imbalance of power born out
the “sociocultural, economic, and political conditions in which research occurs,” 318 and CBPR
recognizes that we must be attentive to this, regardless of how “well-meaning and socially
conscious [the] university researchers [are].” 319 This requires that academic researchers be
“honest, candid, and transparent about their roles and timelines for involvement,” 320 practicing
reciprocity and creating an atmosphere of informality, 321 all while recognizing that there is
always the inherent risk of exploitation. 322 Although it would impossible to completely erase the
power imbalance and inherent risk of exploitation in the academic-community partner
relationship in the current context in which we were working, conscious effort was made on my
part to provide participants with as much autonomy over their involvement, the process, and the
outcomes of the research as possible by remaining flexible, offering choice, and maintaining a
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position of humility and respect of participants and their choices. Being honest and up front
about my limitations, as well as being open and flexible with the process were some key
practices that contributed towards a more equitable process.
The final element of CBPR is praxis, which “concerns the direct application of learnings
using an “interventionist activist approach.””323 CBPR seeks to eliminate the inequities and
disparities it uncovers,324 aiming for not only an empowering process, but empowering outcomes
as well.325 This means that “the power resulting from [the] process [is] used to satisfy needs and
create social change,”326 towards the dismantling of the status quo and addressing the root causes
of the social, economic, and political disparities of the community. 327 This research was driven
by a desire to contribute to a larger project of addressing disparities in our communities by
looking to leaders in this work and seeking their guidance for ways that lawyers might better
support their work in a way that does not further entrench the systems that create and maintain
those disparities. By beginning with and centering voices rooted in the community, and
presenting them as experts, the research process itself became an act of social change.
Research Questions
The purpose of this research project is to better understand how lawyers might support
community-led advocacy work towards systemic change by exploring the roles and qualities that
make lawyers more or less effective in this work from the standpoint of communities. We have
seen this question explored in various forms amongst lawyers and legal scholars for several
decades, recently in questions from the legal profession, regulators and academics on lawyer
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competencies.328 Questions from the legal profession coupled with today’s social and political
context calls for a deeper understanding of whether lawyers have a role to play in community-led
advocacy work, and whether they can engage in this work without undermining or co-opting the
work of community advocates with lived experience. In order to broaden our understanding of
this debate, it was important to bring in the voices of community advocates with lived experience
who are leading these movements and whose voices have not been centered in this debate to
date. Thus, this research aimed to centre these voices by asking: how do community advocates
with lived experience working towards systemic change envision lawyers to be able to support
them in their work tackling systems and structures that create and maintain inequality in their
community?
The purpose of this exploratory, qualitative study was to centre the knowledge of
community advocates with lived experience addressing the root causes of poverty as to whether
they saw lawyers as (potentially) useful in their work, and if so, what roles lawyers might take
and qualities they should be attentive to in order to best support this work without reinforcing
power hierarchies. I therefore sought to explore: (1) whether these community advocates saw a
role for lawyers in their advocacy work, (2) if the community advocates envisioned lawyers to be
able to engage in that role in a way that didn’t undermine or co-opt their work, and (3) what roles
lawyers could play and what qualities they need in order to mitigate lawyers’ potential to
undermine or co-opt the work of the community advocates? By exploring these questions with
one group of community advocates with lived experience, I hoped to centre critical perspectives
that have traditionally been excluded from formal debates and discussions on this issue so that
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we can begin to better understand how lawyers can be most effective in supporting the systemic
change work being led by our communities in a meaningful way.
Research Participants
The purpose of this research was to centre the voices of community advocates with lived
experience who are leading systemic change work but whose voices are traditionally excluded or
ignored in the broader discussion of how lawyers can be most supportive to their work.
Community advocates who have lived experience of the systemic or structural oppression and
subordination they are leading resistance efforts to tackle, hold a unique and important
positionality to better understand the dominant group in addition to themselves.329 As persons
with lived experience of poverty, these participants understand poverty in deep and nuanced
ways that cannot be imagined by those who do not have this experience informing their
worldview. In addition to holding a deep understanding of the impacts of poverty at the
individual level, these participants also have a strong sense of the structural nature of poverty and
thus bring a more nuanced perspective to this issue. However, despite the complex and unique
ways that they understand the issue, their voices are often ignored or forgotten in these
conversations.
In order to bring in these perspectives, I applied a purposive sampling approach to
participant selection. As this research was focused in Windsor, Ontario, I reached out to one
active, grassroots advocacy group local to the Windsor area to participate in this research to
better understand how they envisioned lawyers to be most useful to their work. This group was
selected based on their active engagement in systemic change work and their lived experiences
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with social justice issues.330 The group, VAP,331 was one that I had been introduced to during a
social work internship I completed in the year prior to beginning this research. I had attended one
of their monthly meetings where I met a few of the members of the group who were active at that
time and who continued to be active in the group at the time of this research. In addition to
having a small introduction to the group, I also knew some of the members through their work
engaging in education initiatives and presentations, specifically those geared towards educating
students at the University of Windsor on experiences of poverty where I was a student. Having
an introduction to the group and knowing them to be one of the more active and engaged groups
in the community, uniquely led by persons with lived experience of poverty, I knew they would
bring an important and necessary perspective to this research. Although the group interviewed
was small in scope and thus limits the generalizability of the data, the richness of the data
provided and the importance of listening to and centering these voices in a meaningful way was
weighed against a larger sample which would not allow for the same depth or equitable approach
to the research.
Research Design
A critical paradigm applying collaborative research methodologies relies on the
participation or collaboration of research participants throughout the research process, including
research design. Ideally, the research question would come from the community and the
academic researcher would work collaboratively with the community to design and engage in the
research process to address this question. However, due to the nature of thesis-based research,
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“the initial goals and plan for the research topics [had] already been outlined by the
researcher,”332 without the input of the community participants, a limitation in participatory
research.333 To address this limitation, the first goal when reaching out to potential research
participants was to determine if the focus of this research project would be useful to them, and if
so, if they would be interested in working together to explore the topic further. I reached out to a
member of the group who knew me and would be able to connect me with the group as a whole,
explaining my idea for the research and asking whether the group would be interested in
participating. I was invited to one of the group’s monthly meetings to share my idea for the
research and to discuss whether the group as a whole, or individual members, would be
interested in participating. Fewer than half of the members were able to attend this meeting, but
of those who were there, all expressed interest in participating and believed that the absent
members would also be interested. Having been given a sense that this research was of general
interest to the group, I sent an invitation334 to the group and our first meeting was arranged.
The community advocates that collaborated on this research were “not just fodder for the
researchers or data source but [were] contributors to the research process.” 335 More accurately,
the participants were engaged in the development of the research design through collaboration by
offering critiques to be considered on the flow and direction of in-depth interviews, which
provided the data to inform the research project. I worked closely with the research participants
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over two evenings where we participated in collaborative group meetings to design an interview
guide336 that reflected the group’s understanding of the issue and the ways in which this research
would be useful to them. This would be the interview guide we would follow when I met with
each participant individually for our in-depth interviews. It was important to design the interview
guide in this collaborative way for two reasons. First, it helped to frame the research from the
perspective of the community advocates who participated in this research. Because “[w]e express
and represent elements of ourselves in every research situation, [and the] questions we ask, the
observations we make, the emotions we feel, the impressions we form, and the hunches we
follow all reflect some part of who we are as persons and researcher,” 337 it was necessary to
expand participation in the research design beyond myself and the other legal academics engaged
in this work, to be able to present a broader understanding on this topic. The importance of
ensuring that the research questions were framed by the participants became clear as I learned
that I did not share the language and therefore had been relying on terminology that did not
reflect the realities of the group. 338 By engaging participants in the question development
process, we were able to reframe questions to ensure that the language reflected the group’s
experiences, making questions more clear and providing me with some insight into the
worldview of participants.
Second, collaboration on the interview guide helped to share power and ownership over
the research with participants. By including participants in decision-making, they were able to
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take leadership of, and control important aspects of the research process. 339 For example,
participants expressed interest in adding an additional group meeting following the individual
interviews to reflect on the findings and provide feedback on my analysis to date. Participants
were offered opportunity to participate in the data analysis, but asserted their preference to
remain removed from this process until the reflective group meeting, which followed my initial
analysis. Providing this option was important to allow for participants to control their
involvement in the process.340
Data Collection
Using the research design outlined above, approved by the University of Windsor
Research Ethics Board, 341 the purpose of engaging in interviews for this research was to
understand what the participants thought or felt 342 about how lawyers fit into their work towards
the elimination of poverty and empowerment of persons with lived experience, and how lawyers
could best support the work of the group. The initial group meetings where we worked together
to redesign the interview guide to better reflect the experiences and needs of the participants was
also an opportunity to gather knowledge about the group, the way it operates, the participants
and their worldviews. In addition to acting as a starting place for me to begin to learn about some
of the themes that would later emerge during individual interviews, these meetings also provided
opportunities to see how the group interacted with one another and how they discussed their
work as a group in comparison to during the individual interviews.
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I facilitated individual, in-depth interviews with each participant, following the interview
guide that we developed collaboratively during our initial group meetings. Using in-depth
interviews designed with the participants allowed us to “jointly construct meaning,” 343 on how
lawyers fit, or possibly did not fit, into the group’s work. It was important that the data collection
process was active and collaborative and did not take “the traditional focus on extracting
information from passive research subjects” 344 so as not to “treat those being researched as
objects.”345 To achieve active and collaborative interviews that respected the participants and
encouraged an equal relationship in the research process, some degree of reciprocity was
necessary, and to that end I was open and candid with respondents when discussing my
motivations for the research and answered questions when asked.
In-depth interviews also allowed for participants to have the opportunity to share how
they saw lawyers fitting into their work. Because this group has traditionally been left out of
these discussions, it was important to keep the interviews as unstructured as possible, and to
allow the participants to include what they saw was necessary, so that they could have the
opportunity to shape the discussion through their stories and thoughts. 346 Since the interviews
followed an interview guide designed collaboratively with the participants, and was conducted in
a semi-structured format, we were also able to tailor each interview to the participant being
interviewed. This gave each individual an opportunity to bring in their own perspective and use
their own words to help correct against homogenizing all participants as subscribing to one
worldview.347 This was a particular concern for these participants who were clear that although
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they work collectively as a group with one shared mission, they exist on a spectrum 348 and hold,
at times, conflicting ideas about their work.
I interviewed five members, individually, who were part of what was described as the
“core” group349 of VAP, which typically ranges anywhere from six to eight active members at a
given time. All participants in the interviews had been present for at least one of the
collaborative group meetings, and one member who had attended both collaborative group
meetings was unavailable to be interviewed. During the interviews, which lasted between one
and two hours, participants were given a copy of the interview guide to follow along with if they
chose to do so. This was done intentionally to provide greater autonomy to participants who were
able to follow along and make decisions about their willingness to engage with a question and to
prepare for how they wanted to share information. Each interview was audio-recorded350 with
permission of the participant, and cleared by the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board,
which allowed me to actively listen to each person without compromising my ability to ensure
that I was accurately reflecting the language of the participants.
Data Analysis
Kirby, Greaves and Reid suggest that “[a]nalysis is usually demonstrated by answering
the research question with a description, an explanation, and an answer to the questions “So
what?” and “So, what are we going to do about it?”,” 351 for which I relied on the principles of a
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critical research paradigm. Because this is an underexplored area of inquiry, an interactive
analysis applying a grounded theory approach was most useful. This allowed me to “search for
common patterns (similarities), uncommon patterns (dissimilarities), and satellites (unique
information) to provide an overall description and explanation of what is being studied.” 352 A
grounded theory approach requires a close reading of the ways that the data and theories drawn
from the data interact with one another, allowing greater opportunity for new and unanticipated
connections to emerge. 353 This analytical method was chosen not only because of the exploratory
nature of the research, but also in light of the possibility for a broad array of themes that may
interact in unique and undiscovered ways leading to unanticipated “action” areas or suggestions
for future work in this area. 354
Additionally, recognizing, as Margaret Kovach and Sarah Buhler have highlighted for
me, “we can only interpret the world from the place of our own experience,” 355 and therefore I
can only provide “my own critical reading of the [research], noting that other interpretations
would certainly be possible,”356 I also strove to practice reflexivity in my analysis, to the extent
that I was able to, aware of the limitations on my ability to engage in such a practice due to
institutional constraints and my own inexperience with reflexive practice. Practicing a ‘degree of
reflexivity’357 during my analysis was important because it allowed me to begin to recognize and
make known in the research “[t]he partial, provisional and perspectival natural of knowledge
claims.”358 It limited my eagerness to suggest I was “representing the ‘voices’ of respondents as
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though those voices speak on their own, rather than through [myself as] research who makes
choices about how to interpret these voices with transcript extracts to present as evidence.” 359
Thus, practicing reflexivity while using Kirby, Greaves & Reid’s three priority areas for a
grounded theory analysis from a critical perspective, or, “beyond the mainstream –
intersubjectivity, researcher’s role, and critical edge”360 – I sought to provide an analysis that
was framed to centre the voices of the participants while remaining critical of how my own
biases played a role throughout the research process including during data analysis, all while
being attentive to the broader social reality or context.361
As a sole researcher, the issue of intersubjectivity was a challenging one and posed a
significant limitation for the research. However, in attempts to address this within the time and
resource constraints on this project, I offered participants an opportunity to be involved in the
data analysis process. Instead, participants opted to review their interview transcripts and check
for any instances where they felt they were not accurately reflected. Participants also suggested a
follow-up meeting be held where I would share my organization of the data with the group and
provide an opportunity for feedback. This meeting was held early in the data analysis process
and only occurred once due to time limitations. However upon reflection having more than one
of these meetings throughout the analysis stage would have allowed for more transparency on
my part and provided greater opportunity for participation, ensuring that my analysis did not
misrepresent the participant’s experiences in any significant or detrimental way.
Another important approach to the analysis of the data was giving “participants’ data
priority over that of the researcher’s.”362 Centering these voices in the analysis was one way that
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this research worked towards challenging traditionally unequal power relations through the
validation of participant knowledge as “expert.” Recognizing that not only was it not possible to
present the participants’ voices without it first being filtered through my own subjectivities, but
also that the interviews and group meetings did not give “direct access to [participants’]
subjectivity and lived experiences,”363 this process of prioritizing participants’ data was most
useful to contribute towards redistributing power hierarchies in research and knowledge
validation, rather than in claims of accurately representing the voices of participants.
Recognizing that “each researcher is an instrument in the research process,”364 I worked
with the data in a reflective and iterative way, remaining attentive to “both the data and the
process of analysis”365 and moving “back and forth between data and concepts.” 366 This
approach allowed me to better understand how the data and the process of analysis were
connected, and how the data and concepts informed and shaped one another. It was therefore my
role to look at the data, processes and concepts from different angles to find new connections and
insights until “the analysis is saturated and the data have spoken.” 367 Further, situating myself
“socially, emotionally and intellectually” 368 in relation to the research allowed me “to retain
some grasp over the blurred boundary between respondent’s narrative and [my]
interpretation.”369 Making myself visible in the research helped me to limit claims that I had
“captured [participant’s] experiences…and that [my] account was a direct reflection of these
experiences,”370 and allowed me to highlight, to the extent I was capable, this in the research.
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It was also important to have a critical edge throughout the analysis, understanding that
“social context is the fabric or structure in which participants’ experiences have occurred.” 371
Without an understanding of the social context and the ways in which it helps to shape the data
and the processes of data analysis, the connections and insights understood will be less reflective
of the participants’ experiences and of the ways in which my positionality as a researcher shaped
the analysis. Practicing reflexivity means understanding that it is more than “our personal or
academic biographies…[but the] interpersonal, political and institutional contexts in which [ I
am] embedded also play a key role”372 in the analysis. A critical edge offers a clearer
understanding of these connections providing a greater opportunity to challenge dominant
narratives that serve the status quo. Relying on the participants’ understanding of their social
context, along with my own positionality within this social context, I was able to discover
patterns within the data that may have been invisible to me had this approach not been taken and
to account for the ways in which this shaped my understanding of what I heard from participants
in my analysis.
In order to represent the voices of participants as accurately as possible, direct quotations
were used frequently and this data was used to frame the analysis, rather than trying to fit VAP’s
experiences into preformed concepts. All data is presented anonymously, with participants
simply referred to as “group member” or “participant” and each participant was assigned a letter
(i.e. Participant A, Participant B, etc.) for citation purposes.
Limitations
One of the limitations of this research is that it is not generalizable due to the small
number of participants. The scope of participants was limited to the members of one group of
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community advocates in Windsor, Ontario, who agreed to participate in the research. The
findings from this research are therefore limited to the participants and cannot be said to speak
beyond what is presented. However, one of the defining perspectives of this project is the idea
that in order to have a more complete understanding of the issues we face, we have to begin with
the local actualities of our everyday world. This project was not intended to speak for all
communities, but is instead meant to contribute to a wider project of creating space for the voices
of marginalized groups and persons with lived experience in thinking about the role of lawyers in
community-led advocacy work.
A second limitation was born out of the combination of time restraints and the
underexplored nature of the research topic. Having more resources and time to spend with
participants would have allowed for more knowledge to be shared by participants and for more
opportunity to tailor the research to their needs as a group. Similarly, another limitation of this
project is that the data analysis was completed as an individual endeavour without the
contribution of the research participants. Due to the one-year length of the program for which
this project was completed, the length of time required to go through the Research Ethics Board
for approval, coupled with the scheduling and time restrictions for myself and the research
participants, the time available to engage in data analysis was limited. The condensed time
period for data analysis limited my ability to provide participants with an opportunity to be
involved in this aspect of the project in a way that was attentive to their own time limitations.
Not engaging closely with participants during the data analysis limited the ideal of a truly
participatory research design where there would be more opportunity for the self-determination
of participants. Instead, I engaged in the data analysis process individually. This has resulted in
interpretations that are necessarily rooted in my own perspectives and worldviews. Having only
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one perspective reflected in the analysis limited the insight that would have come from more
diverse perspectives and standpoints.
This project is further limited in not offering a deeper understanding of the diversity of
participants. Although participants were clear about their cohesiveness as a group, they also
talked about their diversity. Learning more about each participant would have offered an
opportunity to understand the nuances of their standpoints, rather than the homogenized picture I
presented here.
There are also the limitations that are inherent in attempts towards reflexivity, because
“[n]o matter how aware and reflexive we try to be…‘the author’s intentions, emotions, psyche,
and interiority are not only inaccessible to readers, they are likely to be inaccessible to the author
herself.’ [Thus] there may be limits to reflexivity, and to the extent to which we can be aware of
the influences on our research both at the time of conducting it and in the years that follow.” 373
Although I aimed to integrate a reflexive lens into my analysis, my inexperience in this area lead
to difficult roadblocks in my own understanding of my influence on the research. I am only
beginning to understand my own positionality, and thus could not provide a clear illustration of
my intention to myself or to the reader.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS & ANALYSIS
The question of whether there is space for lawyers to support grassroots, systemic change
work and, if so, how they might engage in this work without undermining or co-opting the work
of community advocates and persons with lived experience is one that is best answered by
beginning with and centering the voices of community advocates and persons with lived
experience. This was a central tenant of this research, and one that was validated by the
participants whose work with VAP comes from a perspective that asks: “how can you do it
without consulting the people who need the help or the change?” 374 Feminist standpoint theories
argue further that when they “develop distinctive standpoints on hierarchical power relations,” 375
the way that the members of VAP have done, marginalized groups hold an “epistemic advantage
of insights into social relations that are unavailable to the non-marginalized.”376 From their
standpoint, members of VAP are able to see what non-marginalized persons and groups are
unable to. So, one member told me, “[t]he principle matter is looking at finding, looking, finding,
talking to those who are in need, ‘cause you would think that everything would be fine,
everything is not fine.”377 Not only does VAP hold an epistemic advantage which allows them
greater insight into social relations, but from an understanding of power that recognizes the ways
that knowledge and power are intertwined, beginning from the standpoint of marginalized groups
– valuing their knowledge, and questioning ideological structures that shape our lives – allows us
to challenge power inequities inherent in lawyering relationships, particularly with marginalized
groups.
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The importance of beginning from “the people who need the help or the change,” 378 is
also recognized in the progressive lawyering literature. For progressive lawyers, this means
beginning with the community, because “[t]he community’s problems are the only context
within which the proper role for such a lawyer can be understood.” 379 And it is only those who
are part of the community who are able to fully understand these problems;380 as the people most
affected, they “have the greatest understanding of their own communities.” 381 Further, it has been
argued that “even the most left-leaning lawyers fall into the trap of regnant lawyering; they
become too attached to their role as experts and professionals, [and] too detached from the lives
of their clients.”382 Recognizing the limitations lawyers face in being able to understand the
experiences and standpoints of the community, 383 “[t]he goal of the progressive practice of law is
to ensure that the voices and stories of subordinated people are heard,” 384 a goal which, if it is to
be realized, requires that we consult with and listen to these voices.
Coming from an understanding of the importance of beginning from the community it
was necessary to make that a central component of all aspects of the research process. To this
end I asked one group of community advocates with lived experience working towards systemic
change, how they envision lawyers to be able to support them in their work empowering persons
with lived experience and tackling systems and structures that create and maintain poverty in
their community. What roles do they want lawyers to take, and what qualities should those
lawyers possess in doing this work to challenge power inequities and mitigate their potential to
undermine or co-opt the work being done by community advocates with lived experience?
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Before turning to these questions, the following section will take a step back and ask
whether there is space for lawyers in community-led advocacy work from the perspective of
community advocates with lived experience. Understanding whether they want or need the
support of lawyers is important before moving onto discussions on how lawyers might be
involved and what a supportive role might look like. Rather than begin from the assumption that
lawyers should be involved in this work, as is often the case in the progressive lawyering
literature, or assuming that lawyers should not be involved, as I did prior to this research, this
discussion will focus on the local actualities of one group of community advocates with lived
experience who did see a place for lawyers in their work, but recognized that whether and how
they would want lawyers included in their work was dependent on weighing the potential risks
with the potential benefits of doing so.
Lawyers Should Be Involved
While there is an ongoing debate as to what roles lawyers should play and what qualities
they should demonstrate in their relationships with community-led advocacy groups and persons
with lived experience, many of these discussions come with a presumption that lawyers are
necessary and should play supportive roles in this work. However, in beginning with the
community itself, these discussions must take a step back and ask whether lawyers have a space
at all in this work before moving onto looking at how best they might be involved. Assuming
that lawyers do have a place in this work without first consulting with the communities they are
working with imposes an ideology that is born from the extralocal, abstracted perspective that
privileges the knowledge of professionals as experts, rather than one rooted in the local
actualities of everyday life, which acknowledges the expertise held outside the ruling class. It
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risks ignoring or glossing over the risks that community advocates with lived experience
attribute to working with lawyers.
Risks of Involving Lawyers
For VAP, the concerns that they raised as to why they would not choose to engage with
lawyers to support their work stemmed from an understanding of lawyers as part of the
establishment, and therefore that they are not going to be on the side of the community. As one
member shared, “[t]here’s a fear of lawyers for being establishment, so when they come in and
they talk the discourse of the law and they present by the discourse and the bureaucracy, there’s a
fear among the people who need their help most…they’d rather go it alone because they figure
they’re gonna get back-stepped anyways, so why add an extra layer of hurt?” 385 Engaging with
lawyers, then, brought with it a risk of them misusing or disclosing information, exploiting
persons with lived experience, and of the group becoming removed from the issue as they gained
greater access to the establishment itself. This list represents concerns that I saw emerge from my
conversations with participants. I shared this with participants in a report 386 provided to the
group and during a follow-up meeting where participants were given the opportunity to critique
the way the data was presented. Participants did not request any changes be made, but it is
important to note here that this does not mean that what is presented below is a complete and
accurate reflection of the experiences or standpoints of the participants; it is still only my
interpretation of what this one group shared with me.
Members shared that working with lawyers meant a risk that a lawyer would “report” or
misuse personal information that might be disclosed about an advocate or person in the
community during work with the lawyer, which could have a negative impact on the advocacy
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work, or personally for that individual. This was seen to be a concern because of how the group
perceived, “[c]onflict of issues…I know one of the risks when we’ve talked about this with
groups is the whole disclosure and what lawyers are legally bound to by disclosing.”387 This risk
of, “disclosure of information,” was an issue for one member who shared that, “because I can
choose to use a lawyer, but I also choose not to disclose certain information. Because I guess it
can be very, very, in some ways it can be very, very dangerous…it could go from one to the
other, to the other, to the other, and then back to you and by the time it gets back to you, you got
this great big shit storm coming at you.” 388 One member shared an example where working with
CERA meant that some people chose not to participate precisely because of this risk of
disclosure: “There’s legal ramifications and issues, and bridging that is one of those risks…But
once you start some of this other advocacy stuff, even like with the CERA, some of them didn’t
want to engage, and that was fine, in our group, and people didn’t want to come out because
there were lawyers, because the mentality that they might still be there to report on you.”389
Concerns surrounding the disclosure of information that might be shared when working
with a lawyer in a community advocacy setting revealed a connection between information and
power that added a layer to how I had personally understood information and power to be
connected. We gain power through access to information about ourselves, in addition to
information about the systems and structures that govern our lives. However, I had not
considered that controlling information about oneself, particularly protecting it from those who
are insiders to the systems and structures that subordinate and oppress, is a way to control and
hold onto power. By making a decision to not engage with a lawyer in order to protect
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information that could be used against them, community advocates and persons with lived
experience can resist against opportunities for lawyers to “govern, shape, or manage [their]
behaviour.”390
The group also talked about the risks that could arise if they chose to work with a lawyer
and the lawyer either turned their back on the group, or exploited them or others with lived
experience. One member shared, “[w]e just wanna make sure that we’re not exploiting those
people in the lived experience, that we’re not exposing them to something that is not beneficial
for them.”391 This was an important consideration for working with law students as well, because
as another member said, “Legal students, sometimes, are very condescending, they don’t mean it,
they’re young, they’re anxious. They’re well-educated…but they came across as very arrogant at
times.”392
These concerns highlighted the ways participants viewed how lawyers, as members of a
ruling class, are able to wield their power to harm or exploit persons with lived experience. An
ideological structure that puts lawyers on a higher level in a power hierarchy allows for instances
where a lawyer, or law student, could be condescending and exploitative to persons who are seen
with this ideological structure to be subordinate. When lawyers are seen to be able to “turn their
back…all of a sudden,”393 this can take control away from the community advocates who have
turned to lawyers for their help but cannot be sure that they will be supported by them.
The group primarily focused on work with pro bono students and lawyers, sharing, as one
member did, that we would likely not work with a paying lawyer: “If this is like a paying lawyer,
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which I probably won’t.”394 However, the group was clear that any relationship they would have
with a lawyer would be a “two-way street”395 which would allow for greater respect for the
group and contribute to the group’s self-determination. This meant that the group also had a
concern around what they could offer lawyers: “It’s kind of a mutual relationship [with pro bono
students], if it was a lawyer, what kind of mutual are we giving [them]?” 396 For one member
there was a worry about that mutual: “I’m scared about that return, what does that return look
like?”397
Interestingly, participants were confident about the type of return that they could offer
law students for pro bono work, but did not have the same confidence about what they could
offer lawyers. I struggled with understanding this disconnect, not clear why the knowledge and
expertise that VAP could offer law students would not translate the same way to lawyers.
However, the perspective I hold from my position as a law student but one who has turned away
from fully integrating into the legal profession, helped lead me to understand where the
difference might lie. Collins argued, “[k]nowledge without wisdom is adequate for the powerful,
but wisdom is essential to the survival of the subordinate.” 398 Law students, who have not yet
fully integrated into the ruling apparatus, still rely, to some extent, on the wisdom groups like
VAP offer by virtue of their standpoints. Lawyers, however, do not require this wisdom in order
to maintain their position in the ruling structure, and if lawyers are seen as wanting to maintain
rather than challenge these structures it can be difficult to see how the wisdom held in
communities could benefit them.
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Similarly, there was the concern that by engaging with lawyers that it would remove the
group from the issue by bringing them into the establishment, which necessarily shifts away
from the grassroots nature of the group. As one member shared, “[t]he more you engage within
the established bureaucracy, the more you’re removed from the core need of the issue we’re
trying to solve.”399 Working with a lawyer could change the dynamics and tactics of the group,
and not always in a positive way: “If lawyers are part of the [advocacy], you can’t really get
away with playing stupid, it changes the dynamic. And it changes the expectations, and it
changes the flow, and it changes the – so with the legitimacy you lose a lot of other things that
way.”400
Unlike the other risks pointed out by participants that focused on the ways in which
lawyers could use their power to harm, this concern reveals the power that participants have from
their standpoint rooted in their local, lived experience. Becoming removed from the issue can be
seen as also losing the epistemic advantage that members of VAP hold by virtue of their
standpoint rooted in their everyday world. Interestingly, it was also seen to mean limiting the
tactics available to members in their advocacy work which reveals one of the ways this epistemic
advantage is seen to benefit the group.
Benefits of Working with Lawyers
Despite recognizing some important risks that VAP considers for whether lawyers should
be involved in their work, the group also noted some important benefits that they could gain
from working with lawyers. Here, the group’s willingness to work with lawyers shows that while
they may view lawyers as being on the side of the establishment, they also see the potential for
lawyers to be supportive in their work. To better understand why participants might want to work
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with a lawyer, I organized the benefits they shared with me into nine categories that I saw
emerge from the data, and discussed these categories with the participants in a report 401 provided
to the group and during a follow-up meeting where participants were given the opportunity to
critique the way the data was presented. Besides a change in language for one category, which
will be discussed below, participants did not request that any changes be made to the categories
as presented. However, like the risks presented above, it is important to note here that this does
not mean that what is presented below is a complete and accurate reflection of the experiences or
standpoints of the participants, but is still only my interpretation of what this one group shared
with me. My own worldview and biases have influenced how these benefits have been presented,
and the weight given to each one. With that in mind, the benefits that participants discussed have
thus been organized into the following categories: remaining legally safe; legal expertise;
knowledge exchange and dissemination; mutual education; new perspectives; access to the
bureaucracy or establishment; expanding their networks; self empowerment; and exposing
lawyers to the human element of the issue.
“Well, the most obvious benefit is staying out of prison,” 402 one participant stated when
asked about potential benefits to working with lawyers to support VAP’s advocacy work.
Consulting with a lawyer is one way that members saw that they could ensure that their advocacy
falls within the limits of the law, and they could remain “legally safe.” 403 Lawyers were viewed
as useful supports who could provide legal advice “for some of the direct advocacy things that
[the group] could touch on.”404 In these instances, where the group would be concerned that their
advocacy tactics might push up against the boundaries of the law, all participants agreed that
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consulting with a lawyer would be helpful. However, while some participants spoke of losing
their effectiveness as a group if they stepped outside of the law and so “[i]f we need legal advice
we go, you have to, if you need legal advice you have to go talk to a lawyer. We need to know if
what we’re about to do is legal,”405 and thus saw lawyers as advisors to ensure the legality of the
group’s actions, others also imagined lawyers might be needed if “maybe one day [they] might
be civilly disobedient and get arrested because [they] won’t move out of the front of
something.”406 While group members sit on a spectrum407 in regards to their advocacy approach,
the benefits of protecting themselves legally through the use of a lawyer was something that all
participants highlighted.
Having access to the legal expertise lawyers possess that allows them to navigate the law
and understand “the legalities of knowing what’s going on,” 408 was shared to be a helpful benefit
that could come from working with a lawyer. Working with a lawyer could help the group to
“know the legal aspects of a lot of things;” 409 and to understand “the little nuances with staying
within the limitations [of the law].” 410 Specifically, one group member highlighted that lawyers
could be most useful to help navigate “federal [and provincial] law because there are things you
can figure out municipally. But when it comes to provincial [and federal] law, there’s so much,
you could think of numerous things, you look at it, and there’s red and yellow tape wrapped
around it so many times, and it’s like, how do you cut through that?” 411 Lawyers can provide the
legal expertise to navigate that “red and yellow tape” 412 when the group is working with
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provincial or federal law. Navigating the “red and yellow tape” 413 of civil matters was also cited
as a way that lawyers can be beneficial to the group: “Civil cases, we’re talking about people
here, we’re not just criminals. We’re talking about people that have problems and people have all
this red and yellow tape that they gotta go through.” 414 One member also spoke of the group’s
experience working with pro bono students, citing one of the benefits of working with them was
that the students, “actually have the legal expertise” 415 that allows them to understand and work
with the law in ways that those without that legal knowledge cannot.
Similarly, members shared that access to information through knowledge exchange and
knowledge dissemination was a benefit that could be realized when they had relationships, or
chose to work, with lawyers. The high cost of legal information was cited as one reason for the
importance of knowledge exchange with lawyers: “Knowledge exchange…legal work and that’s
so expensive now and different things and just the general knowledge exchange has been very
helpful.”416 Knowledge exchange with lawyers was a way, as one member shared, of, “Getting
some more knowledge of breaking through certain aspects at certain angles.” 417 Being able to
access legal information that the group can then share with the broader community, or having
access to lawyers who are able to disseminate legal information, as one member shared, “not in
clinical words, but in regular people words so that if somebody wanted to know information
about this, we would be able to share the information with somebody in laymen terms.” 418
Another member cited the usefulness of knowledge dissemination from lawyers: “And then
disseminating information is useful to us too. There’s new knowledge for our members to learn,
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and to share with the communities.” 419 Being able to share knowledge gleaned from lawyers with
the broader community was cited by one member as aligning with the “core purpose” of the
group: “We’re looking for more information that we can share, or information that we can have
ourselves, so for the core purpose it’s been very helpful.” 420 One member spoke of the group as a
conduit for those in the community who need access to this information, citing the work of pro
bono students whom the group has an ongoing relationship with as an example of how this could
be achieved, while allowing for the law students to learn as well: “I think that a lot of people in
poverty need information, and if they’re not gonna go out to the community to reach for it,
maybe a group like ours could provide that information…so that’s why I thought pro bono
students would be an excellent way to incorporate them into the poverty aspect of the society,
helping us out.”421
Additionally, “education, like learning, mutual education,” 422 was shared to be a benefit
emerging from a relationship with a lawyer where both parties “learn different things from each
other,”423 benefiting not only the group, but the lawyer and the wider community as well: “I
think [lawyers] would definitely benefit from learning from the community, especially if they’re
gonna participate in community activities.” 424 One member shared how their relationship with a
local community legal clinic allowed for this: “Legal Assistance of Windsor has been a good
thing ‘cause we get to hear what is legal and what is not legal. They hear what our voices are and
then try to find a way to deal with it through the law.”425 Another member shared how working
with pro bono students could offer a similar experience of mutual education: “I think pro bono
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students can learn a lot from being engaged in the community at that level before they become
lawyers because I think it gives them some real world experience of understanding some social
issues, it gives them understanding of how they have to approach certain things like how do we
talk about this issue in a legal way that makes, or that benefits or clears up some of the jargon so
that people can understand the law.” 426
Not only was access to legal information and advice seen as a benefit to working with
lawyers for this community-led advocacy group, but there were also members who saw access to
the “establishment” as a useful outcome that could come from working with a lawyer. Having a
relationship with a lawyer, someone who is necessarily an insider to the establishment, can serve
as a gateway into these structures for community advocates and persons with lived experience
who may not have that access: “Then collectively gets the group to think of things in a different
way, even though we don’t have a true mission, it helps us integrate into the establishment, the
bureaucracy, the way of changing mechanisms in a way…it’s one of these things that ticks me
off, but when you’re looking at credibility down the road…it gives the group credibility where
they get heard.”427
Similarly, working with lawyers contributes to a broader project of network and
relationship building, which offers the opportunity for greater access to support and to share the
group’s message. For some, the network building was another way for the group to access
information: “Maybe they might know of an agency, or maybe something they’re doing
themselves that can help in the group…lawyers can help in that area is just let us know what’s
out there…but they can say ‘we know this group knows how to do this, you can see them, if not
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then come back and we’ll figure something else out.’”428 For others, it was access to a network
of support that was useful: “On another level I think it’s very good because it helps create that
link with Voices Against Poverty and other community organizations, it engages with the law
school at the University. It builds a network of people that we can trust and go to…when I say
we have to have a Windsor-Essex focus, it kind of creates that footprint for that focus…But it
also gives them people they can call when they see really dire and bad things going on and pass
on information.”429 Beyond this, the group shared that working with lawyers contributed to the
group’s broader relationship building goals:
Well actually, that’s the whole point, building a relationship. See the idea, is to bring as
many people together as possible, so the more lawyers we can bring into the group, sooner
or later some of those lawyers are gonna become politicians…so if they’re already with us
we’ve already got people in the camp of the enemy that we can use to break the camp of
the enemy. That’s the fundamental requirement. If we have lawyers eventually we’re
gonna have people in Ottawa, or Toronto, or even City Hall who are sympathetic to our
cause. And that’s what we need. Politicians have to be sympathetic, they have to be
involved, they have to be or ultimately we’re going to fail. We can get all these little
sidebars accomplished but eventually the war is gonna end with a loss. Everybody has to
get involved or everybody loses…I mean we’re gonna need politicians somewhere down
the line, but we need the people first. And the lawyers make it possible because people
recognize a lawyer first, and me, not at all. 430
Building and expanding their network also leads to more access to new perspectives to
inform the group’s advocacy tactics or approaches, another benefit to working with lawyers
highlighted by the group. One member shared how,
The pro bono students actually have the legal expertise, so working with them I think is
good because they can do the search from kind of the perspective of people who don’t
know the issues generally, although some of them have had lived experience in their own
lives, but beyond that, they look at it with clean eyes. So if we’re asking them to follow a
trail on whatever subject it is, they’re going in clean without the jaded, and the stigma, it’s
different kind of lenses than us that have been advocating. 431
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Lawyers and law students were not only seen to be a benefit because they come with “clean
eyes,” but they also bring with them a perspective shaped by being insiders to the system which
can be useful, as one member shared, “[t]hen collectively gets the group to think of things in a
different way…I think collectively we can change our advocacy role a bit, to try and address
some of those core crisis issues, collectively as a group which would be a good idea, but we
would need the legal backing to figure out how to do that.” 432 Not only does working with
lawyers, as one member stated, give “us ways and idea about how we can change the system,” 433
but it can also provide new perspectives for how to get people involved in their work: “You want
people to sort of see what’s out there, learn something, and then do something, and that’s the
most important thing right there, is opening up your mind and see what’s out there and figure is
there a way I can help, is there a way the group I’m part of can help, what can we do?” 434
Lawyers were also seen by the group as useful resource for empowerment when they
support the advocacy work of those in the community through information on how to selfadvocate and work as non-lawyers through self-empowerment: “That’s one of those areas where
there isn’t funded legal advice now, and if we can even have people telling us and training435 us
how to act as non-lawyers to engage in advocacy, that’d be helpful.” 436 An example given was
the group’s work with CERA: “What was good about engaging with CERA, part of that was how
to train tenants, how to self-advocate around some of these by-law issues and know how to do it
locally.”437 Working with lawyers can be useful, “[t]o train more and more people to do
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[advocacy], or have an access point for information,” 438 which was seen as significant for this
community in particular as one member shared, “I think we would really use help that way
locally.”439
A final, though important, theme that came up throughout the entire research process,
was the ways that having relationships with lawyers exposes those lawyers to the human element
of the issues they are working on: “The students are learning and we’re learning at the same
time. And they get a view of what the group is about, they get a view of what some of the people
are about that’s being helped, and hopefully that brings a human element to all these people so
they’re not thinking in books, they’re thinking and looking at a person.” 440
Hearing that VAP saw the ways the benefits that they might see from working with
lawyers outweigh the potential risks, challenged my own thoughts about the question of whether
lawyers should be involved in community-led advocacy work. I had approached this project
skeptical that lawyers could or should be involved at all, placing more weight on the potential for
“legal co-optation,”441 believing that working with a lawyer would necessarily “snatch[] the play
from [the community’s] control to place it with the lawyer.” 442 However, what I learned from
speaking with VAP, was that there can be space, and sometimes needs to be, for the participation
of lawyers to support their work. This perspective will not necessarily be shared by all
community advocates with lived experience, but it does highlight the importance of beginning
with the knowledge and experience of the local, everyday world, rather than from assumptions
that come from the extralocal.
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Seeing space for lawyers in their work is part of the inclusive approach to change that
VAP practices. Explaining who the group engages with towards their mission, one member of
the group shared: “We get different people coming from different areas. Different walks of life.
People in agencies, lawyers, people, students, social work, different things like that. They all, we
all, have a part in it because it all affects the people we’re trying to help.”443 The group is open to
“working with any group who’s looking to end poverty, and in so doing, we make it a bigger
organization, we make the voice louder, and that’s the point. Make the voice really loud. And
that’s what we’re trying to do.”444 However, while the participants all agreed that lawyers could
be involved in their work, they saw lawyers playing more of a supportive role, engaging in types
of work that would contribute to the mission of the group, rather than adopting a leadership role
where “the community’s struggle becomes the lawyer’s struggle and not the people’s
struggle.”445
Although VAP is focused around centering persons with lived experience in discussions
and movements towards the elimination of poverty, their willingness to work with dominant
groups and professions, such as lawyers, seems to head Dorothy Smith’s warning that we do not
simply replace one set of ideologies with another. 446 Rather, by beginning with the local through
the centering and empowerment of persons with lived experience of poverty, and then moving to
the extralocal by engaging with the ruling class, or establishment, of which lawyers are a part,
shifting back and forth between the two, we can uncover a more complete understanding of our
everyday worlds and uncover new ways to transform power hierarchies for more equal
relationships.
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Roles for Lawyers
Although participants were clear that there is space for lawyers in their work, our
discussions also revealed the importance of lawyers playing supportive, rather than leading roles,
and of beginning with the needs articulated by the community, rather than those theorized from
an abstracted, birds-eye view of the local realities of peoples’ lives. This next section is an
analysis of what I heard from participants on how lawyers can best support their community
advocacy work towards the inclusion of persons with lived experience of poverty and the
elimination of poverty. It is important to note that the analysis presented below is limited to my
own interpretations of what the participants chose to share with me, and thus cannot fully or
accurately capture their voices. However, in an effort to elevate and centre their voices as much
as possible, the participants’ responses are used to frame and form the starting point for the
following discussion on the role of lawyers in supporting community advocates with lived
experience working towards systemic change.
Beginning with the voices of participants and using feminist standpoint theories and
Foucault’s knowledge/power nexus as my lens, I will outline potential roles that lawyers might
play in supporting community-led advocacy work. I will also integrate the literature on
progressive lawyering theory to demonstrate that while approaching this question from the
perspective of social justice focused lawyers and legal academics has provided important
critiques on how we understand the role of lawyers, their perspectives are insufficient unless we
are using them alongside the standpoints of communities and persons with lived experience. I
will use this analysis to demonstrate how the role lawyers play, or the roles they might play in
supporting community advocates with lived experience, can be adopted as a means of resistance
against power inequities.
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My interviews with members of VAP revealed four roles that they articulated lawyers
have played or could play to support their work. These four roles – legal representative;
knowledge partner; gatekeeper; and supporting self-empowerment – stood out to me as roles that
fall within the domain of lawyers traditionally (namely, legal representative), or as nontraditional roles that have been understood to fall under the category of “progressive lawyering”
(namely, knowledge partner, gatekeeper, and supporting self-empowerment). Having read the
progressive lawyering literature prior to these interviews and conducting my analysis, it is likely
that these roles stood out to me as ones that were familiar to me from the literature. Although I
returned to the data with this bias in mind, I did not uncover other roles that may have been
hidden to me. However, this is not to say that the roles presented below are the only possible
interpretation, rather, they represent my own interpretation, influenced by what I already
understood about various approaches to lawyering. These four roles, if adopted as imagined by
VAP, each have the potential to be employed as a means of resistance against power hierarchies
that privilege lawyers and devalue communities and persons with lived experience.
Legal Representative
Unsurprisingly, participants shared that lawyers could support VAP in their role as a legal
representative, providing legal advice and support. Helping the group to “know the legal aspects
of a lot of things”447 and navigate the “red and yellow tape wrapped around [laws],”448 and to
“remain legally safe”449 are commonly understood roles that fall almost exclusively within the
domain of lawyers. The group shared that lawyers would be useful supports by helping the group
to understand “the legalities of knowing what’s going on,”450 and to understand “the little
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nuances with staying within the limitations [of the law].”451 This being a ubiquitous
understanding of what lawyers do, it is expected that participants would recognize this as a
possible role that lawyers would take in support of their work. However, although this might be
the most commonly understood and overall accepted understanding of what a lawyer is supposed
to do, this was the role that the group had experienced the least based on what they shared with
me. The group explicitly noted legal support in civil cases as an area where they would benefit
from the advice or representation of a lawyer. “Civil cases, we’re talking about people here,
we’re not just criminals. We’re talking about people that have problems and people have all this
red and yellow tape that they gotta go through.” 452 This is an example of a disconnect between
what lawyers say they do, and what people actually experience or have access to.
In recognizing that lawyers could support their work by providing legal support to
navigate and protect them against the law, participants reminded me of the practical realities that
structures that are part of the ruling apparatus, such as the law, have on their everyday advocacy
work, and the ways that the “master’s tools”453 can be used as a form of resistance. Participants
recognized the law as something that they need to engage with, but also as something that could
limit their advocacy, or even harm them, if they employed certain tactics for their advocacy.
They are conscious of the power the law has, although the language they use to describe
engaging with the law, such as wanting to remain “legally safe,” 454 and referring to engaging
with the law as “dismantling a bomb,” 455 suggests that they can see past the false narrative of the
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law as objective or neutral. This wisdom emerges from their standpoint, and in beginning to
make the subjectivity of the law visible, they gain power.
Some participants cited a loss of effectiveness to their advocacy work if they stepped
outside the boundaries of the law, which was why seeking out the support of a lawyer to play this
role was cited by VAP. For participants who shared that civil disobedience may be a tactic they
would use in their work, this role was described similarly, with the additional suggestion that
lawyers could also provide protection should they cross that boundary. This suggests that some
participants view legitimacy in the system as necessary to their advocacy, and others see the
potential harm that they would need support against if they clashed with the law. For those who
saw the necessity of staying within the boundaries of the law to maintain the group’s
effectiveness, a lawyer was one way to maintain this legitimacy. However, this requires that the
lawyers also maintain legitimacy themselves. Contributing her own reflection on this relationship
from the position of someone who is both part of the community she represents, and an insider to
the system they are advocating against, Nancy Polikoff notes that lawyers are able to protect
clients legally when they maintain a “legitimacy within the legal system,” 456 which gives them
“access within the legal system that [] clients do not have…[which clients’ view] as essential to
representing their interests.”457 Further, “[t]o be recognized as a proper participant,” Dorothy
Smith tells us, “the members [of a standpoint] must produce work that conforms to appropriate
styles and terminologies, makes the appropriate deferences, and is locatable by these and other
devices in the traditions, factions, and schools whose themes it elaborates, whose interpretive
procedures it intends, and by whose criteria it is to be evaluated.” 458
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Knowledge Partner
Another role that is commonly understood to fall within the domain of lawyers (although
not exclusively) is that of someone who can provide legal information. Participants shared that
they had benefited from having access to legal information through their experience with pro
bono students, and that they would benefit from having access to this information from lawyers
as well. However, participants did not limit the knowledge dissemination as a one-way street
from lawyer to community. Instead, participants highlighted the expertise and wisdom that they
held by virtue of their lived experience and standpoint that would benefit the law students and
lawyers they have, and could, work with. Rather than seeing legal information as the be all and
end all, or completely ignoring the ways that legal information can be useful, participants saw, as
progressive lawyering does, “that lawyers and clients each have skills and knowledge to teach to
and to learn from one another.” 459 It is a,
fundamental assumption of this approach to lawyering [] that lawyers and clients each have
skills and knowledge to teach to and to learn from one another. Lawyers have useful
expertise in the law, in the types of persuasive strategies and tactics to which legal actors
generally respond, and in the types of outcomes that the legal system can and cannot
deliver. Clients have useful knowledge of those who purport to be their “superiors,” of how
they think and react, of how and to what extent they can be maneuvered around, and of
who else might be able to influence them. 460
One participant described that access to “[k]nowledge exchange…legal work and that’s
so expensive now and different things and just the general knowledge exchange has been very
helpful.”461 This was something the group had experience with, specifically through their
relationship with pro bono students who were cited as “actually hav[ing] the legal expertise” 462
that allows them to understand and work with the law in ways that those without that legal
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knowledge cannot. Referring to law students as having legal expertise reveals an interesting and
important perception about what it means to be seen as a member of the ruling structure. Law
students are given “expert status” by virtue of their connection to the ruling structure regardless
of their actual, held expertise. Yet the same status is not often afforded in the reverse, with those
inside of the ruling structure attributing an “expert status” to persons with lived experience,
despite the epistemic advantage they hold because of this experience.
One member shared how,
[w]orking with [pro bono students] I think is good because they can do the search from
kind of the perspective of people who don’t know the issues generally, although some of
them have had lived experience in their own lives, but beyond that, they look at it with
clean eyes. So if we’re asking them to follow a trail on whatever subject it is, they’re going
in clean without the jaded, and the stigma, it’s different kind of lenses than us that have
been advocating.463
This comment revealed that achieving a standpoint is a process that does not reveal the
ideological apparatus and its structure that shapes our everyday worlds, at once. Instead, aspects
of it may continue to be obscured where being part of a structure like the law is viewed as a
neutral, objective position in comparison to the “jaded” position that comes from living the
issues you are advocating against.
Lawyers and law students not only were viewed as having “clean eyes,” but they were
also seen to bring with them a perspective shaped by being insiders to the system which can be
useful, as one member shared, “[t]hen collectively gets the group to think of things in a different
way…I think collectively we can change our advocacy role a bit, to try and address some of
those core crisis issues, collectively as a group which would be a good idea, but we would need
the legal backing to figure out how to do that.” 464 Not only does working with lawyers, as one
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member stated, give “us ways and idea about how we can change the system,” 465 but it can also
provide new perspectives for how to get people involved in their work: “You want people to sort
of see what’s out there, learn something, and then do something, and that’s the most important
thing right there, is opening up your mind and see what’s out there and figure is there a way I can
help, is there a way the group I’m part of can help, what can we do?” 466 Having access to
lawyers who are able to disseminate legal information, as one member shared, “not in clinical
words, but in regular people words so that if somebody wanted to know information about this,
we would be able to share the information with somebody in laymen terms.” 467 Another member
cited the usefulness of knowledge dissemination from lawyers: “And then disseminating
information is useful to us too. There’s new knowledge for our members to learn, and to share
with the communities.”468
What is particularly important here is the fact that while participants viewed law students
and lawyers as experts, they were also aware of their own expertise and knowledge and thus
referred often to “knowledge exchange” 469 and a “two-way street.”470 One participant recognized
that not only did members of the group hold an epistemic advantage, but that this advantage put
them in a position to understand and navigate the law using their own expertise and knowledge,
“because there are things you can figure out municipally” 471 – referring here to municipal laws
that they were able to navigate without relying on lawyers or law students. However, this
participant also shared that lawyers would be helpful to navigate “federal [and provincial] law
[because] when it comes to provincial [and federal] law, there’s so much, you could think of
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numerous things, you look at it, and there’s red and yellow tape wrapped around it so many
times, and it’s like, how do you cut through that,”472 revealing limitations they saw in their
ability to navigate the law on their own.
One member spoke of the group as a conduit for those in the community who need access
to this information, citing the work of pro bono students, whom the group has an ongoing
relationship with, as an example of how this could be achieved, while allowing for the law
students to learn as well: “I think that a lot of people in poverty need information, and if they’re
not gonna go out to the community to reach for it, maybe a group like ours could provide that
information…so that’s why I thought pro bono students would be an excellent way to
incorporate them into the poverty aspect of the society, helping us out.” 473 So, while the group
saw access to legal information as important for their own advocacy purposes and generally for
persons experiencing poverty, they also saw that the knowledge and experience they have with
poverty is valuable to the pro bono students they are working with. Learning about the issues
from persons who are advocating in that area and have lived experience was also seen as
important for lawyers. An example one participant gave was, “if I’m an environmental lawyer, I
might want to get in touch with environmental groups around.”474
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Gatekeeper
Participants also spoke of lawyers as able to provide access to the “establishment” and to
offer useful networking and relationship building opportunities. Having a relationship with a
lawyer, someone who is necessarily an insider to the establishment, can serve as a gateway into
these structures for community advocates and persons with lived experience who may not have
that access: “Then collectively gets the group to think of things in a different way, even though
we don’t have a true mission, it helps us integrate into the establishment, the bureaucracy, the
way of changing mechanisms in a way…it’s one of these things that ticks me off, but when
you’re looking at credibility down the road…it gives the group credibility where they get
heard.”475 Using lawyers as a means “[t]o be recognized as a proper participant”476 allows VAP
to make visible the local actualities of their lives and the lives of their communities within a
ruling structure that serves to erase or devalue these voices.
Similarly, working with lawyers contributes to a broader project of network and
relationship building, which offers the opportunity for greater access to support and to share the
group’s message. For some, the network building was another way for the group to access
information: “Maybe they might know of an agency, or maybe something they’re doing
themselves that can help in the group…lawyers can help in that area is just let us know what’s
out there…but they can say ‘we know this group knows how to do this, you can see them, if not
then come back and we’ll figure something else out.’”477 For others, it was access to a network
of support that was useful: “On another level I think it’s very good because it helps create that
link with Voices Against Poverty and other community organizations, it engages with the law
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school at the University. It builds a network of people that we can trust and go to…when I say
we have to have a Windsor-Essex focus, it kind of creates that footprint for that focus…But it
also gives them people they can call when they see really dire and bad things going on and pass
on information.”478 Beyond this, the group shared that working with lawyers contributed to the
group’s broader relationship building goals:
Well actually, that’s the whole point, building a relationship. See the idea, is to bring as
many people together as possible, so the more lawyers we can bring into the group, sooner
or later some of those lawyers are gonna become politicians…so if they’re already with us
we’ve already got people in the camp of the enemy that we can use to break the camp of
the enemy. That’s the fundamental requirement. If we have lawyers eventually we’re
gonna have people in Ottawa, or Toronto, or even City Hall who are sympathetic to our
cause. And that’s what we need. Politicians have to be sympathetic, they have to be
involved, they have to be or ultimately we’re going to fail. We can get all these little
sidebars accomplished but eventually the war is gonna end with a loss. Everybody has to
get involved or everybody loses…I mean we’re gonna need politicians somewhere down
the line, but we need the people first. And the lawyers make it possible because people
recognize a lawyer first, and me, not at all. 479
Within the progressive lawyering literature there is a similar understanding of the role of
lawyers to “elevat[e] the stories and the voices of the people we work with,” 480 and “to create
space for our clients to speak in settings where traditionally they are kept silent.” 481 Being
“trained in the language of power…makes it possible for [lawyers] to translate the stories of our
clients in a way that gives them legitimacy in the eyes of policymakers.” 482 There is a
recognition from progressive lawyers to “be hyper-conscious…[to not] dominat[e] community
struggles and usurp[] community voices,”483 in this role.
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This was a more difficult role for me to understand from my position theorizing in the
abstracted, extralocal realm. I had not considered the ways power can be modified, and had
placed more weight on the potential for legal co-optation that participants shared with me.
Instead, VAP articulated how they might co-opt the power held by lawyers for their own benefit.
Supporting Self-Empowerment
Lawyers were also seen by the group as useful resource for empowerment when they
support the advocacy work of those in the community through information on how to selfadvocate and work as non-lawyers: “That’s one of those areas where there isn’t funded legal
advice now, and if we can even have people telling us and training484 us how to act as nonlawyers to engage in advocacy, that’d be helpful.” 485 Sharing, “how to self-advocate around
some of these by-law issues and know how to do it locally,”486 was one way lawyers could
support the group. Lawyers could help, “[t]o train more and more people to do [advocacy], or
have an access point for information.”487
Interestingly, the group saw lawyers as being able to empower community advocates by
offering self-advocacy training. This is also described as a role for lawyers in the progressive
lawyering literature, where lawyers are encouraged to empower clients by “[r]ealizing that our
clients can learn the law, and that they can be effective advocates,” 488 and “help[ing] clients
appreciate the worth and utility of their knowledge and its transferability to new situations.” 489
This approach to lawyering not only works towards empowering clients, but it also challenges a
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dominant ideology that presents society as meritocratic, but does not view persons who are
categorized outside elite or ruling classes “as thinking, acting agents – nor as at all effective
problem solvers.”490
Importance of Trust
Beginning with communities and adopting roles that they articulate such as the ones laid
out above are important ways lawyers can support community advocates. In order to ensure that
the practices and roles adopted are truly transformative and serve to resist rather than reinforce
power hierarchies, lawyers must also be attentive to how they engage in relationships with
communities. There are inherent risks that come with engaging with lawyers due to their position
within the ruling structure, yet the group saw being able to use this position to their advantage.
For VAP, offsetting these risks and reimagining their relationship with lawyers to resist is
possible if the relationship that they have with lawyers is one that is built on trust. Trust, they tell
us, is the only way that lawyers can support communities in a way that does not, at the same
time, harm the work being led by community advocates and persons with lived experience. Trust
is also one important way that the relationship between lawyers and community advocates can be
transformative towards more equitable power relationships. Trust was, therefore, seen to be
important because it mitigated the risks of working with lawyers, but it also allowed for a feeling
of safety when working with lawyers and allowed for a way for the group to move forward
meaningfully.
A trusting relationship was seen as a necessary element for mitigating the risks that come
with working with lawyers. As one member shared, “The whole thing about trust, how can we
establish trust, is a great thing that you need to establish with the lawyer first because that’s one
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of the risks, again, let’s go back to the question before, what are some of the risks of involving
lawyers in some of the work is the trust issue, because you can tell them, and then another time
they’ll turn their back and then all of a sudden you’re screwed.” 491 A trusting relationship
allowed for a check on the power that lawyers can often hold over community advocates and
persons with lived experience. As one member shared, “We have to create trusting relationships
with individuals because sometimes you hold the power over someone, and how’re you gonna
use that power?”492
For those who saw the danger or felt fear when working with lawyers, trust was shared to
be an important element that allowed them to feel safe to engage in that work. In instances
where, “people didn’t want to come out because they were lawyers,”493 trust was one way to get
those people engaged. One member suggested that if their group had a trusting relationship with
a lawyer or, a group like pro bono students, “people would come because they’d get to know
them because they’d trust not only our organization, but the ones that come kind of would match
with us, like we trust the pro bono, everyone in our group now, we kind of know they’re safe.” 494
Importantly, trust was shared to be a necessary component of any relationship with a
lawyer if the work was to move forward meaningfully, “’[c]ause if there’s not trust then there’s
no way of going forward,”495 one member shared. Trust would allow the group to work with a
lawyer and not be impeded by doubt: “Well, first of all, in a group like ours, trust is essential.
You have to be able to trust the people around you. You have to. And for lawyers the same thing.
You have to be able to, because if you can’t trust the lawyer you’re gonna be thinking ‘is he
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leading us down the garden path or what?’ Trust is essential, ok?”496 Building a trusting
relationship was also said to be a part of the larger networking goal of the group: “Well, actually
that’s the whole point, building a relationship. See the idea is to bring as many people together as
possible, so the more lawyers we can bring into the group, sooner or later some of those lawyers
are gonna become politicians.” 497
Knowing that trust is an important and arguably necessary element in a relationship with
lawyers, particularly for this group of community advocates with lived experience, it is essential
that we understand what is meant by trust. This is difficult, as trust is complicated and diversely
understood concept to pin down. Therefore, to allow us to better understand what is meant by
“trust”, VAP offers five elements that define what trust is for them when applied towards a
transformative relationship with lawyers: (1) humility; (2) honesty; (3) empathy; (4) listening;
and (5) support.
Humility was an important element discussed by all members of the group who were
interviewed. This means, as one member suggested, “[a]pproach them in a way that ‘I want to
learn more about you’ and give them lots of space and time to talk to you, and be open-minded
about that conversation.”498 It is, another shared, “Looking at individuals as experts. You don’t
need a degree to be an expert on poverty.” 499 Approaching community advocates and persons
with lived experience as experts requires humility about your own credentials. One member
spoke to this from the group’s experience working with law students:
Another thing is, they don’t mean to, legal students, sometimes are very condescending,
they don’t mean it, they’re young, they’re anxious, they’re well-educated…but they came
across as very arrogant at times and it’s always good to be humble, no matter who you are
and what your credentials are, always be humble…they didn’t do anything wrong, and
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maybe they don’t know that they’re condescending. Some people just really don’t know
their personality. It might just be their personality, who they are, and that’s ok, but you
need to be careful, always be careful. 500
False humility was easy to spot for the group as well, as one member highlighted: “You can
always tell when someone’s just doing it for glory. You can tell when someone’s just focused on
bringing themselves up.”501 One member shared that, “…we care about who you are as a person.
So you could have a million degrees but we want to know who you are, ‘cause you the most
important part of this. So I think also like just coming as a person, not necessarily throwing your
credentials around…we’re not interested in that, we’re interested in you, who you are as a
person, are you genuine, do you mean this, are you in it for the long haul?” 502
Honesty is also essential for trust in these relationships, as one member stated, “We have
to come to a place where we’re focused on the issue, we respect each other, we have proper
expectations, we’re honest with each other.” 503 Honesty was discussed as, “talking the talk,
walking the walk,”504 and doing what you said you were going to do: “And how do you get trust?
You get trust, you gain trust and you give trust by doing what you said you’re going to do. When
I can trust you, you give me your word, you do what you said you were going to do, that’s it,
we’re good. That’s trust.”505 This also means, “Being realistic about expectations…so if a lawyer
does want to work and you know the community group is asking them for something they can’t
do, to be very honest, always be honest. But I think lawyers can be honest with the people that
they’re working with to tell them their limitations and tell them their expectations.” 506
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A third and significant element discussed by the group was that: “Trust relationships are
also based on empathetic relationships. So you have to be able to push aside ego, push aside your
own personal beliefs to concentrate on what we’re doing…learning to push aside things that
don’t matter, to focus on the things that do matter. That’s another part of trust, is really caring
about the issue.”507 CERA was given as an example of a group who really cares about the issue,
because, “their mission statement ties back to the whole idea of equality, and their focus is a
rights-based focus. Some of it also ties in with the organizational focus too…based on what their
mandate is, we trust them, we share their mandate.” 508 Having a shared mission was important to
show empathy: “There’s gotta be some kind of core focus, without that core directional things
that ties in kind of with what we’re doing as our mission, it doesn’t really work.” 509 For one
member, “if you’re just talking community service to just kind of build the resume, it’s different
than having a background, or an interest, in the community service as well as being willing to
engage.”510 Beyond caring about the issue, empathy also meant that, “You have to look at a
person in order to help them. If you can’t and you think they’re a number, you’re in the wrong
job…A lot of us have a human heart, we just have to access it once in a while.” 511 One member
elaborated, “You don’t have to be a butt-kisser, or ‘yes ma’am, no ma’am,’ no, we’re not saying
that. We’re just saying that when you come and talk, make sure that you feel that you’re equal
with that person.”512 Which requires, “[t]reating you with respect,”513 exemplified by the pro
bono students, one member shared, because, “[w]e trust the pro bono organization now because
we know the lawyers that have come have never taken on that stigmatizing role. We know we
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can trust them collectively. Some of them might be coming from their own points of privilege,
but they never treat members bad…they’ve never been cruel, stigmatizing, any of the ‘isms’,
racism, derogatory…”514
An important element of trust was listening: “And listen to them, genuinely listen to
them. Listening is the most important thing. People think talking is the most important, listening
is the key, active listening, can’t stress that enough.” 515 Giving people space to tell their stories
and doing so in a way that allows them to feel heard is one way to give value to the knowledge
they share.
Additionally, being a reliable support for the group contributed to a trusting relationship.
This means showing up and, one member shared: “Just be there, do a job that’s gonna help me
accomplish whatever I’m after. Beyond that, nothing else matters.” 516 For another, support was
there, “as long as they’re willing to help.” 517 Being willing to help, and, “[t]he minute they’re
willing to participate, to help, makes it easier to relate to them. See they’re part of the solution.
It’s trying to be part of the solution and that’s what we want.”518 Being part of the solution, or
working towards a solution was a way to show support: “And that’s where the trust has to come
in. What can each bring, like the lawyers bring to Voices and Voices brings to other people and
that we’re all talking. And it’s providing a solution, or at least a means to one.” 519 But showing
up and being part of the solution, for some members, also requires being reliable in your support.
One member shared: “I don’t think you have to have this great big huge relationship, like buddybuddy, ok let’s-go-out-for-lunch-do-this, but what needs to happen is you need to have that good
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working relationship where you can you know, keep that base thing and get work done.” 520 To
have trust, “[y]ou wanna have that working relationship, you wanna have that good relationship,
something you can fall back on…I want something to fall back on, I don’t need something that’ll
sit there and go, ‘well yeah, that’s shot to shit.’” 521 Being reliable was important, “[b]ecause
sometimes things can get overlooked or sometimes they want to find just the solution and walk
away. And that’s where the trust has to be. We have to trust that they’re gonna be there if we
need information, you know it’s out there.” 522
And while it was clear from the group that there is no magic formula for establishing trust
and that developing trust is context dependent, they did share some ways that lawyers can
approach their work with community advocates and persons with lived experience working for
systemic change that will contribute to developing more trusting relationships. These include:
supporting the work of the group; being connected to the community; being willing to learn;
practicing open communication; following through; and knowing that it will take time.
Approaching their roles in this way towards a trusting relationship will allow lawyers to help
transform power hierarchies in order to better support community-led advocacy work.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Jennifer Gordon wrote that, “[i]t is a reality that lawyers, with our privilege, our access to
power, and our closely held set of tools, all too often have negative effects when we intervene in
community processes…[t]he issue of power pervades all aspects of the [] lawyer’s job.” 523 But
what does that mean when our current political climate is seeing the rise of regressive
movements occupying positions of power and control, reinforcing and upholding a colonial state
structure that privileges a dominant or ruling class? If “[e]verybody has to get involved, or
everybody loses,”524 how can we reimagine the role of lawyers to be able to support, rather than
harm, community-led social change work? Is it possible to transform the relationship between
communities and lawyers so that lawyers are challenging, rather than reinforcing hierarchies of
dominance that privilege “professional” knowledge and expertise over the expertise held by
persons with lived experience?
Although the progressive lawyering literature offers a useful entry point to begin to think
critically about the role of lawyers in social change work, it is limited by only offering the
standpoint of lawyers and legal academics, exemplifying how it is the knowledge or expertise of
“professionals” that is valued over that of persons with lived experience. Feminist standpoint
theories tell us the importance of beginning from the standpoint of communities, and when
coupled with Foucault’s knowledge/power nexus, they show us how beginning from the
standpoint of communities allows us to challenge power hierarchies to shift the balance of power
for a more equitable distribution.
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This thesis was designed to centre the voices of community advocates with lived
experience in this discussion, one that has been dominated by lawyers and legal scholars. The
question of what role lawyers might play to best support community-led advocacy work towards
systemic change, being mindful of the effects of their position within the ruling structure, has not
been explored from this standpoint. This has limited the discussion to the worldview of lawyers
and legal scholars who, by virtue of their position in the ruling structure, are unable to see what
marginalized groups and persons with lived experience are able to with their epistemic
advantage.
Beginning with the standpoint of community advocates with lived experience, this project
revealed the potential for lawyers to support community-led advocacy work in a way that could
challenge power hierarchies rather than reinforce them. This conclusion aligns with the literature
on progressive lawyering in that it sees space for lawyers to support communities in their work
towards systemic change. This research contributes to the progressive lawyering literature by
coming to this conclusion from the standpoint of community advocates with lived experience,
offering a more complete understanding that cannot be revealed when we begin our inquiry from
extralocal positions. This is important because rather than presuming that lawyers have a space
in this work (as the literature does), or even presuming that they cannot engage in this work
without causing harm (as I did prior to this project), a conclusion drawn from the local actualities
of peoples’ lives brings us closer to an understanding that is rooted in these realities and reveals
what may be obscured or limited from extralocal standpoints. For example, this project revealed
more about the ways the relationship between lawyers and community advocates with lived
experience can be transformed, revealing opportunities to resist or challenge power hierarchies
that were missed in the literature. The roles the participants shared they would like to see lawyers
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take to support their work brought with them potential risks identified by the group if the
relationship they had with the lawyer was not itself a transformative one. VAP shared that by
approaching communities in a way that fosters trust, lawyers can mitigate the risks inherent in
their positions in the ruling structure and together they can resist power hierarchies that
subordinate and oppress.
Although there are some clear limitations in this project, it does provide important and
unique insights that can help to guide future work. This thesis is only the beginning of what
should really be an ongoing process of engaging with communities and persons with lived
experience to learn how lawyers might best support them in their work towards systemic change.
Rather than continuing to develop “lawyer competencies” or theorize around different lawyering
types from the perspective of lawyers and legal academics, we should be building trusting
relationships with our communities where we are able to learn from them and reimagine our
relationships in more equitable ways. More research needs to be done that comes from
standpoints routed in the local, everyday world, listening to and valuing the knowledge held in
communities that can offer a deeper understanding of the ways in which lawyers can work
towards social change without causing harm to those they are seeking to support. This research
needs to model the transformative relationships that it is working to uncover. Importantly, we
should be asking whose knowledge we are valuing as expert and whose voices are missing when
we only turn to “professionals” to answer our questions. We must work towards validating the
expertise that is held in communities, which will help us contribute to a larger project towards
more equitable distributions of power.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE

Interview Guide
Overall/Broad Research Question
• Is there a role for lawyers in work addressing poverty in the community?
Can lawyers engage in/support this work without undermining or co-opting
the work done by community groups and persons with lived experience of
poverty?
• Do you think lawyers are, or have the potential to be (if they’re not
already), useful in supporting your advocacy work? What makes them more
supportive? Less supportive?
Background Questions
• How do you define or understand “poverty”? How is poverty experienced
in Windsor-Essex?
• Can you tell me about Voices Against Poverty? What sort of work does
Voices Against Poverty do? What word(s) would you use to describe the
type of work done by Voices Against Poverty?
• How would describe the people who are engaged with Voices Against
Poverty? Who are they? Why are they involved? (not about identifying
individual members, but to get a general sense of the group)
• Who is at the table? Who do you want to see at the table? How do we bring
them to the table?
• How are you involved in Voices Against Poverty? How would you describe
your role in the group?
• How would you describe the “culture” of Voices Against Poverty? How are
decisions made? Conflicts resolved?
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• Why is the work of Voices Against Poverty important to you? To your
community?
• How do you define systemic advocacy, and what do you count as systemic
advocacy?
• Can you tell me about some of the systemic advocacy initiatives you’ve
engaged with through your work with Voices Against Poverty?
• How would you describe the other work you do with Voices Against Poverty
that you don’t consider systemic advocacy? Can you tell me about some of
this work?
• What other groups do you work with in the community? How do you
choose?
Lawyers & Voices Against Poverty
• Has any of the work you’ve engaged in with Voices Against Poverty involved
a lawyer?
• If you have, can you describe how you came to engage with them? Were
they private lawyers, part of a clinic or non-profit, or students? Did you
know whether they were private lawyers, part of a clinic or non-profit, or
students? Is this something that is important to know?
• Why did you agree to engage with lawyers for this work? What benefits did
you hope would come from the lawyer’s involvement? Were those benefits
realized? Was the experience what you expected?
• Has there ever been a time when you haven’t involved a lawyer, but feel a
lawyer would have helped your work?
• What could lawyers do (if anything) that would make you think it would be
beneficial to include them in your work?
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• Are there different ways that lawyers can play a role in your work? How
engaged do they need to be?
• What are the costs/benefits of working with a lawyer for your work with
Voices Against Poverty? What other benefits do you see, besides what
you’ve shared already? What are some of the risks of involving lawyers in
your work?
• How can we establish relationships between Voices Against Poverty and
lawyers? How can we establish trust?
• Have you ever engaged with other community professionals as part of your
work with Voices Against Poverty? Why or why not?
Wrap-up
• Let’s talk about how the conclusions of this research would be useful to
you. Is there anything you’d like to see come out of this research?
• How do you want to be involved in reviewing the conclusions of the
research?
• Can I contact you with the results of this study and information about any
presentations and papers that result from this research? And how?
Any final comments?
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APPENDIX B: REPORT TO VOICES AGAINST POVERTY

Report on Findings:
Lawyers & Voices Against Poverty
From: Britney De Costa
To: Voices Against Poverty
Date: 16 June 2017
Re: Findings from group meetings and interviews with members of Voices Against Poverty
conducted between February-June 2017 on the role of lawyers in work with Voices Against
Poverty, or similar community-lead groups

Voices Against Poverty
Grassroots
• “With Voices we have people who are lived experience, but they’re lived experience in
different stages. Some are in jobs now, others have been in education, there’s a few
looking for work, and then we have people who are actually on the assistance, and we
bring something together. We join different groups in what they have to do.”
• “Voices Against Poverty is a group of people…we’ve lived experience, some of us are
still living in poverty, so we have lived experience, we know what it’s like, and we came
together to try and improve things...when we first got started it was minimum, welfare,
ODSP, low end CPP, anybody who was living in poverty we tried to get them out of
that.”
Non-hierarchical
• “The group we have, we’ve been together so long it’s almost like a family…we’re close
knit, we’re loyal, and when we need to get something done, if you need something done,
the whole group is gonna do it. We think like one person, we act like one person.”
Advocacy
• “When I think about Voices Against Poverty, I do think that’s kind of the core mission
statement of all of it – advocacy for change.”
Reducing/Eliminating Poverty
• “It’s a group that you know, stands for itself, Voices Against Poverty, it’s people who
want to address their feelings about poverty and how poverty affects them and how
poverty needs to be either reduced or eliminated.”
• “We’re a group that’s trying to literally eliminate poverty. That’s our goal, get rid of it.
And hope some clown doesn’t come along and create it again.”
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•

“The core group is really hardcore. If it needs to get done, we do it. And it may take us a
little longer, because we’re limited, but we get the job done.”

Voice
• “Giving people that person to talk to, that person who won’t judge people…people don’t
want to be judged.”
• “Combating the negative stereotypes and having that voice, giving people that voice.”
• “I really like the name Voices Against Poverty because it does speak to the idea of a
voice, and I think that’s an important aspect.”
• “The idea is to get people communicating, and I mean everybody, and I think we’re
doing that. It’s what we started doing, and we haven’t stopped.”
• “We’re working with any group who’s looking to end poverty, and in so doing, we make
it a bigger organization, we make the voice louder, and that’s the point. Make the voice
really loud.”

Engagement
• “So the type of work is that community engagement, that community advocacy, lived
experience and the being part of the process and trying to address not only the financial,
but more that inclusionary aspect, and that stigmatization aspect.”
• “Some of our work has advanced our ability to change the way poverty is viewed and to
teach people, you know, this is how you get out. Talk to your politicians, talk to
bureaucrats, talk to anybody who’ll listen, talk to your neighbours.”
• “We spoke to politicians, we spoke to bureaucrats, we spoke to the news, we spoke to
anybody who’d listen And the idea was to get people to join…to do something to help,
and that’s what we were there for, to try and help.”

Inclusion
• “But basically the single sole force is advocacy around inclusion of people with lived
experience in the dialogue, in the process, in the leadership.”
• “Collectively the basic thing we’re asking for is inclusion and finding a means of actually
reducing poverty.”

Self-determination
• “It’s just to help people empower things, give that sense of empowerment.”
• “The people who are engaged with Voices Against Poverty, they’re proactive, ready to
go people…they’re people of society who are striving just to kick something right in the
ass.”
• “I learned some things. I learned what I’m capable of, I learned what other people are
capable of. And you can’t tell people that they can’t do something when you don’t give
them a chance to do it. That’s the whole idea. Give a person a chance to do it. And that’s
why we try to get as many people coming to Voices Against Poverty as we can, and to
work on that.”
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Open to working with a lawyer/s* to support the work of Voices Against Poverty
Aligns with inclusive approach taken by Voices Against Poverty
• “We get different people coming from different areas. Different walks of life. People in
agencies, lawyers, people, students, social work, different things like that. They all, we
all, have a part in it because it all affects the people we’re trying to help.”

Benefits cited for working with a lawyer/s included:
Legal expertise
• Laywers understand the law and have expertise on legal issues that can be useful
o “Probably federal [and provincial] law because there are things you can figure
out municipally. But when it comes to provincial law, there’s so much, you could
think of numerous things, you look at it, and there’s red and yellow tape wrapped
around it so many times, and it’s like, how do you cut through that?”
o “Civil cases, we’re talking about people here, we’re not just criminals. We’re
talking about people that have problems and people have all this red and yellow
tape that they gotta go through.”
o “The pro bono students actually have the legal expertise, so working with them I
think is good because they can do the search from kind of the perspective of
people who don’t know the issues generally, although some of them have had
lived experience in their own lives, but beyond that, they look at it with clean
eyes.”
o “You know where you can really help with a lawyer, because we’ll know the legal
aspects of a lot of things.”
o “And the legalities of knowing what’s going on, that’s helpful.”
o “I mean they help you with the little nuances with staying within the limitations,
eh? But that’s what they’re there for, so it helps.”
Knowledge exchange/dissemination
o “Getting some more knowledge of breaking through certain aspects at certain
angles.”
o “And then disseminating information is useful to us too. There’s new knowledge
for our members to learn, and to share with the communities.”
o “Knowledge exchange…legal work and that’s so expensive now and different
things and just the general knowledge exchange has been very helpful.”
o “We’re looking more for information that we can share, or information that we
can have ourselves, so for the core purpose it’s been very helpful.”
*

The category “lawyer” also includes “law students”.
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o “Can you make a fact sheet, not in clinical words, but in regular people words so
that if somebody wanted to know information about this, we would be able to
share the information with somebody in laymen terms…’cause that’s the way I
saw using the pro bono students, was to help us create legal awareness, ‘cause a
lot of times people don’t know their rights as tenants.”
o “ I think that a lot of people in poverty need information, and if they’re not gonna
go out to the community to reach for it, maybe a group like ours could provide
that information…so that’s why I though pro bono students would be an excellent
way to incorporate them into the poverty aspect of the society, helping us out.”

Remaining legally safe
• Consulting with a lawyer is a way to ensure that advocacy falls within the limits of the
law and that members advocate in a legally safe way
o “But for some of the direct advocacy things that we could touch on we
would need lawyers who could help provide the advice, how to keep us
legally safe as a group.”
o “It’s not to say that we might never need a lawyer, because maybe one
day we might be civilly disobedient and get arrested because we won’t
move out of the front of something.”
o “If we need legal advice we go, you have to, if you need legal advice you
have to go talk to a lawyer. We need to know if what we’re about to do is
legal…if we get in trouble with the law then we cease to be an effective
group. So you can’t step outside the law.”
o “Well, the most obvious benefit is staying out of prison.”

New perspectives
• Working with a lawyer could bring in a different perspective to the group that may
inform advocacy tactics or approaches
o “The pro bono students actually have the legal expertise, so working
with them I think is good because they can do the search from kind of the
perspective of people who don’t know the issues generally, although
some of them have had lived experience in their own lives, but beyond
that, they look at it with clean eyes. So if we’re asking them to follow a
trail on whatever subject it is, they’re going in clean without the jaded,
and the stigma, it’s different kind of lenses than use that have been
advocating.”
o “Then collectively gets the group to think of things in a different way,
even though we don’t have a true mission, it helps us integrate into the
establishment, the bureaucracy, the way of changing mechanisms in a
way…it’s one of these things that ticks me off, but when you’re looking at
credibility down the road…it gives the group credibility where they get
heard.”
o “I think collectively we can change our advocacy role a bit, to try and
address some of those core crisis issues, collectively as a group which
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would be a good idea, but we would need the legal backing to figure out
how to do that.”
o “…giving us ways and ideas about how we can change the system.”
o “You want people to sort of see what’s out there, learn something, and
then do something, and that is the most important things right there, is
opening up, opening up your mind and see what’s out there and figure is
there a way I can help, is there a way the group I’m part of can help,
what can we do?”
o “[Working with pro bono], actually it’s helped a lot too. I mean some of
the stuff they did for us we’d never got done.”

Advocacy training
• Lawyers can provide advocacy (and other) training to Voices Against Poverty and to the
community more broadly
o “What was good about engaging with CERA, part of that was how to
train tenants, how to self-advocate around some of these by-law issues
and know how to do it locally.”
o “To train more and more people to do it, or have an access point for
information, I think we would really use help that way locally.”
o “That’s one of those areas where there isn’t funded legal advice now,
and if we can even have people telling us and training us how to act as
non-lawyers to engage in advocacy, that’s be helpful.”

Access to bureaucracy/establishment
• Working with a lawyer/s could be an access point to structures that might normally be
inaccessible
o “Then collectively gets the group to think of things in a different way,
even though we don’t have a true mission, it helps us integrate into the
establishment, the bureaucracy, the way of changing mechanisms in a
way…it’s one of these things that ticks me off, but when you’re looking at
credibility down the road…it gives the group credibility where they get
heard.”

Expanding networks
• Having a relationship with a lawyer/s contributes to a broader project of network and
relationship building, which offers the opportunity for greater access to support
o “On another level I think it’s very good because it helps create that link
with Voices Against Poverty and other community organizations, it
engages with the law school at the University. It builds a network of
people that we can trust and go to…when I say we have to have a
Windsor-Essex focus, it kind of creates that footprint for that focus.”
o “But it also gives them people they can call when they see really dire and
bad things going on and pass on information.” (re: whistleblowing)
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o “Maybe they might know of an agency, or maybe something they’re
doing themselves that can help in the group…lawyers can help in that
area is just let us know what’s out there…but they can say ‘we know this
group knows how to do this, you can see them, if not then come back and
we’ll figure something else out.’”
o “Well actually, that’s the whole point, building a relationship/ See the
idea, is to bring as many people together as possible, so the more
lawyers we can bring into the group, sooner or later some of those
lawyers are gonna become politicians…so if they’re already with us
we’ve already got people in the camp of the enemy that we can use to
break the camp of the enemy. That’s the fundamental requirement. If we
have lawyers eventually we’re gonna have people in Ottawa, or Toronto,
or even City Hall who are sympathetic to our cause. And that’s what we
need. Politicians have to be sympathetic, they have to be involved, they
have to be or ultimately we’re going to fail. We can get all these little
sidebars accomplished but eventually the war is gonna end with a loss.
Everybody has to get involved or everybody loses.”
o “I mean we’re gonna need politicians somewhere down the line, but we
need the people first. And the lawyers make it possible because people
recognize a lawyer first, and me, not at all.”

Mutual education
• Having a relationship with a lawyer/s is an opportunity for both parties to learn from one
another, which benefits not only the community, but as well
o “I think pro bono students can learn a lot from being engaged in the
community at that level before they become lawyers because I think it
gives them some real world experience of understanding some social
issues, it gives them understanding of how they have to approach certain
things like how do we talk about this issue in a legal way that makes, or
that benefits or clears up some of the jargon so that people can
understand the law.”
o “I think [lawyers] would definitely benefit from learning from the
community, especially if they’re gonna participate in community
activities.”
o “…education, like learning, mutual education.”
o “Legal Assistance of Windsor has been a good thing ‘cause we get to
hear what is legal and what is not legal. They hear what our voices are
and then try to find a way to deal with it through the law.”
o “So we learn different things from each other.”

Exposing lawyers to human element of issue
o “The students are learning and we’re learning at the same time. And
they get a view of what the group is about, they get a view of what some
of the people are about that’s being helped, and hopefully that brings a
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human element to all these people so they’re not thinking in books,
they’re thinking and looking at a person.”
Reasons for not working with a lawyer/s (i.e., risks or challenges) included:
Misusing/disclosing information/conflicts
• When working with a lawyer/s there is the risk that they will “report” or misuse
information that you might disclose during your work with them that could have a
negative impact on you or your work
o “Disclosure of information because I can choose to use a lawyer, but I
also choose not to disclose certain information. Because I guess it can be
very, very, in some ways it can be very, very dangerous…it could go from
one to the other, to the other, to the other, and then back to you and by
the time it gets back to you, you got this great big shit storm coming at
you.”
o “Conflict of issues…I know one of the risks when we’ve talked about this
with groups is the whole disclosure and what lawyers are legally bound
to by disclosing.”
Turning their back
o “Because you know, you can tell them and then another time they’ll turn
their back and then all of a sudden, you know, you’re screwed.” (trust)
Being on the side of the establishment
o “There’s a fear of lawyers for being establishment, so when they come in
and they talk the discourse of the law and they present by the discourse
and the bureaucracy, there’s a fear among the people who need their
help most…they’d rather go it alone because they figure they’re gonna
get back-stepped anyways, so why add an extra layer of hurt?”
o “There’s legal ramifications and issues, and bridging that is one of those
risks…But once you start some of this other advocacy stuff, even like
with the CERA, some of them didn’t want to engage, and that was fine, in
our group, and people didn’t want to come out because there were
lawyers, because the mentality that they might still be there to report on
you, or if they say something, there’s that whole…”
Exploiting persons with lived experience
o “We just wanna make sure that we’re not exploiting those people in the
lived experience, that we’re not exposing them to something that is not
beneficial for them.”
o “Legal students, sometimes, are very condescending, they don’t mean it,
they’re young, they’re anxious. They’re well-educated…but they came
across as very arrogant at times.”
Becoming removed from the issue
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o “The more you engage within the established bureaucracy, the more
you’re removed from the core need of the issue we’re trying to solve.”

Changing dynamic/tactics
o “If lawyers are part of the thing, you can’t really get away with playing
stupid, it changes the dynamic. And it changes the expectations, and it
changes the flow, and it changes the – so with the legitimacy you lose a
lot of other things that way.”
Reciprocity (what is expected in return?)
o “It’s kind of a mutual relationship [with pro bono students], if it was a
lawyer, what kind of mutual are we giving [them]?”
o “I’m scared about that return, what does that return look like?”
o “If this is like a paying lawyer, which I probably won’t.”

So, if there is a willingness to work with lawyers and there
are noted benefits but also clear risks, what would help to
balance this out or mitigate the risks so that the benefits of
working with a lawyer are accessible in a way that would
be worth it for the group?
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The Importance of Relationships and Trust
Mitigates some of the risks
• “We have to create trusting relationships with individuals because sometimes you hold
the power over someone, and how’re you gonna use that power?”
• “The whole thing about trust, how can we establish trust, is a great thing that you need to
establish with the lawyer first because that’s one of the risks, again, let’s go back to the
question before, what are some of the risks of involving lawyers in some of the work is the
trust issue, because you can tell them, and then another time they’ll turn their back and
then all of a sudden you’re screwed.”
Feeling safe to engage
• “…and people would come because they’d get to know them because they’d trust not only
our organization, but the ones that come kind of would match with us, like we trust the
pro bono everyone in our group now we kind of know they’re safe.”
• “…and people didn’t want to come out because they were lawyers.”
Move forward meaningfully
• “Well, actually that’s the whole point, building a relationship. See the idea is to bring as
many people together as possible, so the more lawyers we can bring into the group,
sooner or later some of those lawyers are gonna become politicians.”
• “Well, first of all, in a group like ours, trust is essential. You have to be able to trust the
people around you. You have to. And for lawyers the same thing. You have to be able to,
because if you can’t trust the lawyer you’re gonna be thinking ‘is he leading us down the
garden path or what?’ Trust is essential, ok?”
• “’Cause if there’s no trust then there’s no way of going forward.”

What Is Trust?
Humility
• “Another thing is, they don’t mean to, legal students, sometimes are very
condescending, they don’t mean it, they’re young, they’re anxious, they’re welleducated…but they came across as very arrogant at times and it’s always good to
be humble, no matter who you are and what your credentials are, always be
humble.”
• “…they didn’t do anything wrong, and maybe they don’t know that they’re
condescending. Some people just really don’t know their personality. It might just
be their personality, who they are, and that’s ok, but you need to be careful,
always be careful.”
• “Approach them in a way that ‘I want to learn more about you,’ and give them
lots of space and time to talk to you, and be open-minded about that
conversation.”
• “…we care about who you are as a person. So you could have a million degrees
but we want to know who you are, ‘cause you are the most important part of this.
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•

So I think also like just coming as a person, not necessarily throwing your
credentials around…we’re not interested in that, we’re interested in you, who you
are as a person, are you genuine, do you mean this, are you in it for the long
haul?”
“Looking at individuals as experts. You don’t need a degree to be an expert on
poverty.”

Honesty
• “Being realistic about expectations…so if a lawyer does want to work and you
know the community group is asking them for something they can’t do, to be very
honest, always be honest. But I think lawyers can be honest with the people that
they’re working with to tell them their limitations and tell them their
expectations.”
• “See them talking the talk, walking the walk.”
• “We have to come to a place where we’re focused on the issue, we respect each
other, we have proper expectations, we’re honest with each other.”
• “And how do you get trust? You get trust, you gain trust and you give trust by
doing what you said you’re going to do. When I can trust you, you give me your
word, you do what you said you were going to do, that’s it, we’re good. That’s
trust.”

Empathy
• “Trust relationships are also based on empathetic relationships. So you have to
be able to push aside ego, push aside your own personal beliefs to concentrate on
what we’re doing…learning to push aside things that don’t matter, to focus on the
things that do matter. That’s another part of trust, is really caring about the
issue.”
• “I don’t think it’s just any lawyer, I think it has to kind of be the intention…if
you’re just talking community service to just kind of build the resume, it’s
different than having a background, or an interest, in the community service as
well as being willing to engage.”
• “Centre for Equality Rights & Accommodations – their mission statement ties
back to the whole idea of equality, and their focus is a rights-based focus. Some of
it also ties in with the organizational focus too…based on what their mandate is,
we trust them, we share their mandate.”
• “There’s gotta be some kind of core focus, without that core directional things
that ties in kind of with what we’re doing as our mission, it doesn’t really work.”
• “You have to look at a person in order to help them. If you can’t and you think
they’re a number, you’re in the wrong job…A lot of us have a human heart, we
just have to access it once in a while.”
• “We trust the pro bono organization now because we know the lawyers that have
come have never taken on that stigmatizing role. We know we can trust them
collectively. Some of them might be coming from their own points of privilege, but
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•
•

they never treat members bad…they’ve never been cruel, stigmatizing, any of the
‘isms’, racism, derogatory…”
“Treating you with respect.”
“You don’t have to be a butt-kisser, or ‘yes ma’am, no ma’am,’ no, we’re not
saying that. We’re just saying that when you come and talk, make sure that you
feel that you’re equal with that person.”

Listening
• “And listen to them, genuinely listen to them. Listening is the most important
thing. People think talking is the most important, listening is the key, active
listening, can’t stress that enough.”

Support
• “I don’t think you have to have this great big huge relationship, like buddy-buddy,
ok let’s-go-out-for-lunch-do-this, but what needs to happen is you need to have
that good working relationship where you can you know, keep that base thing and
get work done.”
• “You wanna have that working relationship, you wanna have that good
relationship, something you can fall back on…I want something to fall back on, I
don’t need something that’ll sit there and go, ‘well yeah, that’s shot to shit.’”
• “And that’s where the trust has to come in. What can each bring, like the lawyers
bring to Voices and Voices brings to other people and that we’re all talking. And
it’s providing a solution, or at least a means to one.”
• “Because sometimes things can get overlooked or sometimes they want to find
just the solution and walk away. And that’s where the trust has to be. We have to
trust that they’re gonna be there if we need information, you know it’s out there.”
• “The minute they’re willing to participate, to help, makes it easier to relate to
them. See they’re part of the solution. It’s trying to be part of the solution and
that’s what we want.”
• “But like I said, as long as they’re willing to help.”
• “Just be there, do a job that’s gonna help me accomplish whatever I’m after.
Beyond that, nothing else matters.”

What Trust is Not
Arrogance
• “Another thing is, they don’t mean to, legal students, sometimes are very
condescending, they don’t mean it, they’re young, they’re anxious, they’re welleducated…but they came across as very arrogant at times and it’s always good to
be humble, no matter who you are and what your credentials are, always be
humble.”
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“…they didn’t do anything wrong, and maybe they don’t know that they’re
condescending. Some people just really don’t know their personality. It might just
be their personality, who they are, and that’s ok, but you need to be careful,
always be careful.”

Selfish intention
• “You can always tell when someone’s just doing it for glory. You can tell when
someone’s just focused on bringing themselves up.”
• “I don’t think it’s just any lawyer, I think it has to kind of be the intention…if
you’re just talking community service to just kind of build the resume, it’s
different than having a background, or an interest, in the community service as
well as being willing to engage.”
Quick to walk away
• “Because sometimes things can get overlooked or sometimes they want to find
just the solution and walk away. And that’s where the trust has to be. We have to
trust that they’re gonna be there if we need information, you know it’s out there.”
Expectation of unequal/unclear reciprocity
• “I’m scared about that return, what does that look like?”

How Do We Establish Trust?
Following through
• “And how do you get trust? You get trust, you gain trust and you give trust by
doing what you said you’re going to do. When I can trust you, you give me your
word, you do what you said you were going to do, that’s it, we’re good. That’s
trust.”
Open communication
• “Just keeping an open conversation. That is the most important thing, you have
to have communication, if you don’t, it’s not gonna get you anywhere.”
• “Well, if they make themselves approachable. That’s the main thing, they have
to be approachable.”
• “If the lawyer reached out to us and said I want to know more about community
groups like yours and how you function…like if they did the outreach, then
definitely we’d respond.”
• “And that’s getting the people on the same page. And that’s why we say we need
to be invited to the table to know what’s going on. And if there’s something we
can do, we go back. It’s a two-way street, going back and forth.”
• “I just want you to do your job, and if there’s problems, please talk to me, I’m
very open.”
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Willingness to learn
• “Well, I know that after about the third year of working with the law students,
the law school approached me and our group to do an educational video. So
they did an educational video with us and I know that they use it regularly at the
University to talk to law students, and I think it was a great step, especially if
some of them are coming to work with us. So they kinda know upfront who we
are and what we’re looking at and how we see that relationship…I think that
educating them helps.”
• “So as far as pro bono students, it’s, again, the education, pre-education,
expectations, what are we gonna expect from this relationship…and maybe just
a gentle reminder that when you’re going into an agency or working with a
community group, always keep in mind they’re the expert, you’re there to help
them, so you should be a little more humble.”
• “So if I’m an environmental lawyer, I might want to get in touch with
environmental groups around, right?”
Supporting work of group
• “Just be there, do a job that’s gonna help me accomplish whatever I’m after.
Beyond that, nothing else matters.”
• “Lawyers can help in that area is to just let us know what’s out there, but they
don’t have to get that personally involved if they don’t want to. But they can say,
‘we know this group knows how to do this, you can see them, if not then come
back and we’ll figure something else out.’”
• “I just want you to do your job, and if there’s problems, please talk to me, I’m
very open.”
• “I’m not saying let them walk all over, but at the same time, a stepping stone
just means, ‘I have access to something, I have power, I have this, I have that, I
have clout, whatever, I can help you in this department, so let me try to help you
so you can move forward.’”
Being connected to the community
• “Different ways the lawyers can kind of be engaged, I think ties into creating a
core group of them that we know are part of a community group like VAP, that
start getting recognition…and people would come because they’d get to know
them because they’d trust not only our organization, but the ones that come kind
of would match with us…we kind of know they’re safe.”

*It takes time, and there is no magic formula
• “It takes time and everyone’s gonna have a different threshold…I mean
everyone’s got their different sticking points or their different fear points, so I
think the only way is to kind of try and see how it works and kind of build upon
that…And take it day-by-day. It’s not like jumping into a pool, you’re not all in
at once.”
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Conclusion
Lawyers can play a role in community-led efforts to address social justice issues at the
systems level, but there isn’t one, easily defined role for lawyers to take in this work. Each
community, each group, might need lawyers to take on different roles depending on the current
work of the community/group and their goals. Roles can range from providing legal information
or advice, disseminating that information to the community, offering training on self-advocacy,
or strategizing on advocacy approaches and goals.
Looking at these different roles, it is clear that there can be some valuable benefits to
working with a lawyer/s, but that there are also very clear and present risks or challenges that can
undercut the benefits and make working with a lawyer/s either simply impractical, or in some
cases, even dangerous.
So how to we mitigate or address these risks or challenges so that community-led groups
can utilize the benefits that lawyers can bring without putting their work or themselves at risk?
Having good relationships built on trust with their communities is one way that lawyers can put
themselves in a position to help in a meaningful way, in whichever role they are asked to take by
the community.
The role they take will be informed by the community need, and will also inform the type
of relationship (i.e., whether the relationship needs to be a close and engaged one, or whether just
a good “working” relationship is enough). However, regardless of the role or type of
relationship, trust is necessary.
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